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Tisaix.—An amusing discussion took place on
papers have appeared inthe Annalsof Natural History of the present year, and speedily I the 1st, at tlie meeting of the Representative
Council of Marylebone. In the board-room
attracted the notice of English paleontologists.
An officer of the British Museum was des- \ there hangs a picture of the Train Tramway
patched to Pappenheim, and succeeded in se- at the Marble Arch. Mr. Herring wished to
curing this unique fossil for our National In- know to whom it belonged. If it belonged
to “the mountebank" Train, then he thought
stitution. It was made a sine qua non to purchase the collection ol which this was a part, I it ought to be thrown into the dusthole. lie
and the sum paid for the whole amounted to I moved that it lie taken away. Mr. Kilmer,
who seconded the motion, advised Mr. Train,
not less than £750.
What remains of this creature is admirably preserved: but
unfortunately, if he ever visited England again, to soap his
the head, neck, and breastbone, and vertebral
nose, and put on an exceedingly thick pair of
breeches. Other members counselled milder
column of the body, are absent. The fore and
hind extremities, the pelvis, and several of the
proceedings in reference to the picture, and
were twitted with having partaken of Mr.
ribs and the long slender tail—which is perTrain’s feasts. Eventually the motion was
fect to the tip, are distinctly visible. The foot
is formed precisely like that of a bird; the
disposed of by a resolution to pass to the order of the day.
fore limbs are feathered at. their extremities,
but the mode of insertion of the feathers differs
Tiik Coloxy of British Columbia.
A
from that of birds. The. tail, a bony structure,
petition lias lieen sent from British Columbia,
resembles that of a lizard, and consists of t wen- I
praying for improvements in the government
ty slender, elongated vertebrae, to each side of of that colony. The colonists complain of the
which severally a feather is attached. The
“insulting despotism" of their Governor; of
absence of the head and other important parts
his continued absence from the colony; of tiie
of the skeleton ismuch to Ire regretted, as
amount of their taxation; and of their inabiliwithout these it is impossible to pronounce
ty to modify a single decree of the Queen's
with certainty on the affinities of the creature,
representative, or to influence his policy in any
and for the present wo must rest contented
matter. The petitioners declare that the rawith the deduction of Von Meyer; and all that
tio of taxation in British Columbia averages
we can say is that it was a feathered animal inten pounds ten shillings per head to all the intermediate between birds and reptiles, wholly
habitants, excepting the aborigines.
They
dilferentfrom any creature previously known.
demand
(1.) A Governor who shall reside
It is annoudeed that Professor Owen will
in
the
free
from
permanently
colony,
any priread a paper on this fossil at an early meetvate interests in the colony of Vancouver's Ising of the Royal Society.
land, or connected directly or indirectly with
the Hudson’s Bay Company. (2.) A system
Dangers from Poverty.—A foul murof responsible government similar to that posder has been committed near Preston.
The
sessed by the Eastern British North Amerivictim Is an old woman, aged 80, but hale and
can and Australian colonies.”
They further
active, living quite alone, and believed to be
protest against “the incorporation of Vanin comfortable circumstances. A robbery folcouver’s
Island
with
this
colony.”
lowed, as a matter of course, for many things
were taken from the house.
A circumstance
hardly less atrocious has recently taken place
in London—the death of a gentleman who
was recently garrotted
by three men in Whitechapel, and who has now died at his residence
at Sydenham of the injury which he then re-
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Our Iron-Clnd Navy.
Two Ericsson batteries were launched last
Saturday, the Catskill at New' York, and the
Nantucket at Boston. The nine Monitors are
now all afloat except the Lehigh, at Chester,

MAINE

—---

Saturday Morning, Dec. 13, 18IW.

Pa., and she is reported almost ready to launch.
They are all so nearly alike that Mr. Ericsson

--

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in

himself

apart.

spring,
love and pride
before

lost, vanished like

a

dream,

itable disaster

are
strangely moved to despermirth, so we saw the precious time for action wearing away month by month, and jest-

ate

:

This war will not go on for three months :
longer?” back came the ready answer, “Prob- I

from the South.

cannon comes

danger

ways

record of

w

in action.

There

There is al*
are cases on

leg in
therefore, |

who have broken

men

of

ithout a sin-

self-preservation.

effort for

roar

Once more we

feel that the nation will not die

gle

for three

Once more the

a

springing out of bed. Will a man,
hug his pillow per|>etunlly ? We must act, for
Gen.
inaction is death already, or not far off.

Burnside may meet with disaster in his adThere
vance; but he may save his country,
was no alternative of hope in winter quarters,
only a dismal looking for foreign intervention
not very remote, and speedy dissolution. This
war will be closed for the Union by hard fight- ;

Confederacy, by simply waiting.
Thank God! the Administration stands by the
Union, and the strength of the people is being;

for the

1

i

hind the Administration.

on

the President’s Proclamation

again renewed,

in the presence of a large
audience assembled in the Library Room of
was

the Association, on Thursday evening last;
after a spirited discussion of more than two
hours it

was

decided in favor of the artinna-

j

live.
As it was

in the

probable

debate would be concluded
seemed to Ire

beginning, that the
that evening, there

disposition to pay ofT old debts
coutracted at previous meetings, and to clear
up records generally—thus it happened that
several of the speakers shot whle of the question that they might rap the political knuckles !
a

of their opponents.
Mr. G. L. Bailey opened the discussion in
the affirmative.

Mere assertion

by any

|

person

neither argument or proof; those defending the negative had notsustained their ground
so much by arguments and facts as
by asser-

was

tions based on their

opinions.
patriotism.

own

not believe in conditional

He did

Let the j
President be sustained and the Proclamation |
would work an injury to the South which
would weaken the rebellion.
He was followed

by

Mr. J. T.

been accused of

having

Emery,

making a

who

statement

which be did not make, was determined that
the game as well as the name should be his.
He proved to his own satisfaction that man
had a moral right to hold slaves, provided he
wrong in it, and civil law does not
oppose him in it. He said we were now under
a military despotism, that the N'orth was suffering from unconstitutional rule, and that the
sees no

Proclamation, if acquiesced in by the people,
will destroy the American Union.
He was followed by Mr. Stephen Patten, who
severely condemned demagogueism and urged
the importance of sustaining the government
with unanimity. He thought Mr. Emery, in
his quotations from the Bible and his argument on moral rights, had rather “stolen the
livery of the Court of Heaven to serve the
devil in.” The question is not merely whether
the slaves will be benefltted, how they are to
be clothed and educated, but one of war policy;
the Proclamation will weaken slavery, and
this, with the unanimous support of the government, will break down the rebellion.
Mr. Samuel A. Nash objected to the Proclamation because it was uncalled for, and would
tend to divide the North and unite the South.
He believed the loss of the balance of power
by the South was the cause of the rebellion.
Mr. S. L. Carleton followed in the affirmative, attacking the positions of Mr. Emery
who made a vigorous reply.
Mr. Chas. P. Kimball defended himself and
the Democratic party with marked earnestness.
He and his party had always sustained the
government, but he could not now support the
President, who he had hoped would administer
the government in a constitutional way, but
he had been disappointed.
Mr. K. read a
poem which had appeared in the New York
Tribune in 1854, and drew from it some inferences

as

to the

political integrity

publican party.
To this, Mr. N.

A. Foster

of the Re-

replied, crediting

the man who would make such statements
with a large amount of brass and

impudence,

because he must know they were unjust. It
had been said that the Proclamation held out
no inducements to the South to return to
loy-

alty—the proclamation made the proposition
to them, that if they would lay down their
arms and yield obedience to the
government
they should be protected in all their
rights,
slavery Included. That some ol the rebellious
States so regarded it was proved by the movements they were now
making in regard to
Congressional elections. Our soldiers in the
field want the enemy weakened; all loyal men
desire it.

How shall it be done ? With live
millions of white men they have been able to
raise

army to oppose that which twentythree millions in the North have sent to the
an

contest.

Slaves have enabled them to do this;

take these out of their

service, make them our
and we shall see the rebellion
effectually
weakened. South Carolina,
about one

allies,

having

hundred thousand more blacks than
will be overwhelmed with

New York.

sea

Jersey City.

Chester, Pa.
Boston.

Poland

Just launched
Just launched
Heady to launch

Boston.

(Jreenport.

j

Chester, Pa.

of

has been twenty years in
the navy, and eleven of them at sea. The
following description of his veusel is taken
from the New York World:

lug

in the Press

nearly half a dozen times, and
objection to

continued with great Merest and enthusiasm
through several sessions of the Association.
We think that the members may congratulate
themselves on being pretty good fellows,
and,
as one of their number
says of himself, “not
afraid to talk.” It is to be hoped that another

interesting question will be taken up, and that
it, rather than political parties, will be discussed—thus decided benefits may accrue to the
speakers, the audience and the public.

ence

brings:

a

following from our notice of the Message—the
only language we have employed in relation

this is the end of such

for $1.25.

to it:

Correspondence of the Press.

On the President's financial views theorists
may differ, and some will file exceptions, hut
the candid, practical thinkers will generally
come to the conclusion that the views he
presents rest upon a substantial basis, that
they
are felicitously free from all
and
imvisionary
practicable financial cobwebs, and that they
are worthy the serious attention of the best
financial minds of the country.

Letter from the Federal Capital.

Last week

President's financial measures, and
that our

comparative

IIK'UV.OV

'I

IV

we

interest

was done in Congress.
While it is
desirable, indeed indispensable that Congress
ihould enter promptly upon the dispatch of
business, some time may still be necessary for

arc not

the informal interchange of views and onlnIons, and for determining upon some concerted course of action. It is nlready apparent
that the opposition, emboldened by the re-

reticence may not
kllUb

fflUJ

UUIIUI

3

»tl

J

distinct intimation that, in the financial disMessage, the President had
Ktolen /its thunder, and adopted views which
cussion of the

sults of the recent

election, will be factious
and virulent, and that the republican party in
Congress will need coolness, courage and harmony among its members, to enable it to sus-

he, the editor aforesaid, had avoeatod more
than twenty years! When “our amiable neigh-

bor,” to return his complimentary designation,
obliged to manufacture material out of
which to create prejudice against the Press,

is

shall Ik* constrained to think he is straitened for objections, and finds it
up-hill business
making headway in his praiseworthy efforts
to disparage his neighbors.

The

better prospect for
bankrupt bill is receiving

I postponed.
The report of Secretary Chase communicated to Congress near the close of the week,

j

“every

bush

an

officer.”

Methodist Episcopal Church.-The
Minutes of the Annual Conferences of the
Methodist Episcopal Church just issued from

j

the press give the reports of 49 conferences in
the United .States and Territories. There are

religious body five thousand seven hundred and ninety effective traveling preachers—more than eight thousand local preachers without pastoral
charge, and

not

far from

200,000 copies semi-monthly.
These Minutes also present a bird’s eye view
of the benevolent contributions of this Church,
from which it appears that to sustain the S. S.
Union of the M. E. Church, they raised $10,110; for the Tract Society $11,679; for the
American Bible Society $36,187; for superannuated
ants

preachers
$50,362, and

and other Conference claimfor the

Missionary

cause

$239.3-10.
'The 22d Maine

regiment

has left For-

tress

Munroe, sailing southward with what
has been understood to be Banks’
expedition.
Peuley, however, telegraph*

to

the Boston

Journal that this is, in some quarters, supposed to be a different expedition.

the news we have so

long
hardly possible
by such expeditions.

Still it seems

spent iu idle delay that followed Antletam.
The protest of the republican
delegation
from Minnesota, against the pardon of the condemned savuges, was strong ami earnest It
seems neither just nor politic in view of the
facts therein stated, to allow all but a haudlull

a

circulation of

us

to conquer the rebellion
It is at Richmond that it presents its head and
front, and there it must be crushed. Oh for
the lost opportunity—the six glorious weeks

have more than

a

send

waited to hear.

where over

Advocate has

Secretary's plan, however it may
individual and local interests, seems

bear upon
the only one at all feasible in the cast*.
All active operations in this quarter seem to
be suspended, and for some time past we have
bad a general dearth of importaut army news.

expedition

939,350 members.

two and

The

We have indeed advices of Union successes,
but they are by no means of that decisive sort
which our cause needs. May General Bank’s

connected with this

They

hands.

j

day.”
justice

A t present the Press does Mr. S. tiie
to believe lliat lie heartily cooperates
with the other members of the Cabinet, and is

in earnest for

A

£jF~James Gordon Bennett, Senior, abdicates the control of the Xew York
Herald, in
favor of his son, J. G. B., Jr.—said to be a
young

of excellent parts, and

man

a

famous

Gardiner and
holder, who lias such
tween

on

the

Kennebec,

Augusta,

an

by

cloud-picture?” Let us know what enoptical phenomenon is hinted at in these
three provokingly mysterious lines:—“Did
anybody notice the hanks of clouds in the
Northwest Wednesday afternoon ? Whoever
did, saw a cloud-picture of Mt. Washington.
~If“Tke Prince of Wales has taken possession of his newly acquired estate in Norfolk.
It was purchased for £220,000. He will be
married in April next to the Princess Alexandra, daughter of Prince Christian of Denmark.

l>e-

specifically, the Princess is named Alexandra Caroline Maria Charlotte Louisa Julia.

5yWe

morality is altogether
city, ill relation to the
all their just dues.

assit-

with

A remarkable

a

j

of these wretches to escape punishment.
Senator Wilkinson, by whom the protest was
drawn and presented, is prominent
among the
northwestern members as an earnest, able and
fearless advocate of republican
principles. Tall
and commanding iu person, off-hand
though
not rough in manners, a good
speaker and a
he
seems
to
ready debater,
likely
enjoy in future as now the highest honors of his
adopted
State.
The Vice President is not here yet, but is
soon expected.
In his absence Senator Foote
of Vermont, tills the chair of the Senate, with
dignity and rare ability.
For a few days past the weather has been
very cold for this latitude. It is very doubtful if much more can be done by the army of
the Potomac, before going into winter quartersT. S. P.

rendering

to

of

of deafness cured in
31. G. Brown, Professor

twenty four
hours by Mrs.
on the E e
and Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard's
Eye Water.
"I, Bartlett J. Dccostcr, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve years
past have
been quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Saturday I went to the Preble House and made arrangecase

me

for deafness.

Iu 24

hear the clock tick in thr /eir/or. Grateful to God
for his great deliverance, I heartily commeud her
mode of treatment to all who sufTer as I have done."

Every

kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
a cure warranted.
Charges motlerate.

3IRS. 31. G. BROWN,
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Nov. 18—tf

Diseases of the Urinary Organa.
With these the total number would be
J- C. M< ITT, 31. D., Operating and
Consulting
about 600.000 men, all from east of the Alle- ; Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary and Genital Organs, and Female
ghanics. This information Is reliable, having Complaints of all kinds, and the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Vicera. as Piles,
Ruptures. Hvdrobeen obtained from official sources.
cele. Varicocele, Fistula, Early Decline of Manfiood,
Ac. Dr. 31. keeps himself posted in all the
“^““Gen. Butler has a brother in Paris, who ments in the cure of Disease, made in thisimprovecountry
or Europe, aud spares no
has written to the London Globe a letter, in
expense that Ids patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
which he defends the general against charges
the world afTords.
Advice free.
'*3T"Ofhce 86

j

him.

Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A. 31. to 2
P. 31 and 6 to 8 1*. 31.
31 rs. 31., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex, can be consulted
ladies.
Patieuts furnished with board ami experienced

Many

families in Now Orleans have collected their
silver and

attempted

to

smuggle

by

it to

England, contrary to the laws. As articles of value they were stopped by order of Gen.
Butler,
and of this act the Timex complained and
threw out insinuations against him.

A Good Spring Bed has become

nrosonoo

of tLo

no..*/,

family, while the united testimony of
Physicians has placed their healthfulness beyond
question.
No invalid should
As

of

Corset, Skirt-Supporter and Jiishop combined. Lausing it need no other of either.
Price 81.25, which is chea|»er than the Corset alone,

and

serves

the

both.

only by
LOVELL A SON, Agents,

wearer as

H. C.

~.

For sale

J
DR. I*. P.

QU1MBY,

would

give notice that

he ha

Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul

returned to

him.

j
:

|

humanity.

I

gan about thirty years since to improve his
flock of sheep, and the famous “southdown”

office,.5200
at office,.50
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 100
August 16, 1862.—tf
First Examination at
Each

subsequent sitting

Physician and Surgeon.—11. A. LA31B. 31. D.,
office, corner of Congress and Cbestuut Streets
Portland, 3Ie.
Particular attention

diseases of the eye and

breeding. Age

compelled him to close up his business last
June, and buyers from all parts of Europe
Australia, and America, were present; his
sales reached the sum of nearly
eighty thou-

one.

superiorly

dies and 31i*»es

Jonas Webb, known in England as the
“Father of the Southdown” sheep, has
lately
deceased. A plain farmer at Babrahan, lie be-

of his

be without

evidence of the

803IETIIING NEW.—Please call and examine
3Irb. Foy’b Patent Corbet Skirt Supporter,
which is a new and very desirable article. It is a

Exchange street neighbor, implyill" that to free laborers the presence of
free
wen is more objectionable than the
presence

product

an

COREY’S "PREBLE" SPRING BED
overall others, is the fact that the demand for this
Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
October 1. 1862.
tf

our

has been the

almost indis-

with every

objectionable to the free laborers of the nortli
than it was when the north abandoned it? So
inquires

an

pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,

study; “they're Peace officers.”—[Philadelphia Iuquirer.
ZIP’ Suppose slavery could be abolished,
nnt tin*

octdeodfim

nurses.

Straolixo Officers.—When X. Y. Z.
arrived from Europe the other day, among the
first things he observed were the crowds of
men on the streets wearing
sholder-straps.and
he asked his friend U. V. W. if the army was
in the vicinity of Philidelphia. “Oh no,” said
U., "the army's in Virginia.” “Well, then,
what are those men?” said X. “Officers,”
rejoined U., sentenuously. “Why, how's
that?” retorted X., sharply, “when you say
the army's in Virginia ? Oh I see it now,” continued X., waking up as if from a brown

IVn11111

paid

to

Surgery, including
aug7—dtim

ear.

SyConsumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Luugs, successfully treated by Inhalation,
By C. Mouse. 31. D.,
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
aul8 ’62 eod

: the Throat and

Dextibtey.—Dr. JOSIAU UEALD, No.241 Con*
Some of his rams sold for 150 I
gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
and 200 guineas, llis plain farmhouse had bePortland, 31e.
aug7dly
come the Mecca of the lovers of
agrculture
Drb. LOCKE & KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
from all parts of the earth.
Middle Street, Portland. Me.
augl5—ly
23t~ The magnificent dome of the Capitol,
sand dollars.

designed by Thos.

W.

Walter,

BEOKIRS*

and now iu

of construction under his direction, is
rapidly progressing to completion. The principal frame has been completed, the ribs put
iu place, and the outer plating is
being finished. The height of the iron work above the
basement will lie two hundred and eighty-five
course

feet.
ford’s

|

The dome will be crowned with Crawand imposing statue of Free-

gigantic

will be about

flings
pleased

to

Brown.”

style

“the martyr scoundrel John
Now we will inform that editor—T.

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

j

W. Newman—that we would rather, a thou- j
sand times over, lie responsible for all of “Old I
John Brown’s” sins, than be held accountable
for the spirit of hate and malignity which he
is every week

venting through his columns
against everybody and everything that don’t
square with his slavery democracy.
Nay
more; rather, infinitely, would we be as
“black as the ace of spades,” and possessed of
an honest, humane
heart, than, being white,
have a soul so darkened with the spirit of the
infernal that it would transform to an infernal
every one who chanced to differ from us.

Sale of Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 12, 1862.
18.000 United States Coupou Sixes (1881).104j
15.750 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes. 1<4
2,0i)0 U.S. Certificates of Indebtedness,.
97j
210 United States January Coupons.130
4,140 United States Demand Notes.126
1,100 American Gold.1811
4.200 .do. 131]
2,000 New Hampshire State Sixes.
110
11 Portland, Saco aud Portsmouth R R.110]
22 Michigan Central Ruilroad. l*2(
20 Fitchburg
15 Western Railroad.144

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

$000,000.

The editor ol the Hallowed Courier
in our face a personage whom he is

HOARD.

Railroad.100]

dom, which is nineteen and a half feet high,
and weighs fifteen thousand pounds. The entire cost of the statue was $25,000. The cost
of the dome and statue together, when com-

pleted,

decl*2wised

JAMES FREEMAN.

Oysters.

Dec
York ..Dec
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland.... Dec
.Scotia.Liverpool.New York.. Dec
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York. Dec

29
3
3
4
6
10
13

Europa.Liverpool.Boston.Dec
Bavaria.Southampton. New York. Dec 17
TO DEPART.

Hibernian.Portland
Liverpool.Dec
Saxonia.New York. Hamburg.
D«-c
China.New York.. Liverpool.Dec
liansa.New York.. Bremen.Dec

13
13
17
20
Bohemian.Portland—Liverpool.Dec 20
Kangaroo.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 20
North American.. Portland. .Liverpool.Dec 20
Mavrocordatos
Portland.
London.Dec 20
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 24
of
New
Baltimore.
York. .Liverpool.Dec 27
City
Norwegian.Portland... Liverpool.Dec 27
Borussia.New York.. Hamburg. Dec 27
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
tar lines. The steamers for or "from
call a
(Queenstown, except the Canadian line, wnich call a
...

..

Liverpool

Londonderry.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Saturday.....December 13
HIGH WATER.
3.10 I Even’* 3.36

SUN.
I
Rises. .7.21 | Sets.. .4.23

| Morn'*

MAHHSfE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

day arrived,

^This

a

lot of FRESH OYSTERS, for

CENTS PER

80

At

GALLON,

ATWOOD'S,

305 Con*re"

Portland, Dec. 13.

St^

INTERNAL_REVENUK
First Collection District, Maine.
pnrsuance of the provisions of the Act of ConINgress
entitled "An Act to provide Interoal
Reve-

to support the l.overnmeut and
pay the interest
the public debt," approved
July 1st, 1882, 1 hereof »nTe notice that I have received from the Assessor
of the f irst Collection District in the State of
Maine
the annual Lists ot Taxes and Duties assessed iu
the
month of September, and the monthly List lor the
months ot October and November, 1882; that
the
said Taxes and Duties have become due and
payable,
and that I will be in attendance at mv
office, over
Store No. 92Commercial Street, Portland, from the
first to the fifteenth day of January,
1863, for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting Licenses to all persons within that
portion of the First
District included in the
County of Cumberland.
And I rurther rive notice, and call attention to
the
following provisions of the Act:
"All persons who shall
neglect to pay the duties
assessed upon them, to the
"°,V
Collector or
his Deputies, within the times above
specified, shall be liable to pay ten per cent am additional upon the amount thereof
And I would also call attention to the
following
provisions of the said Act. respecting Licenses
“If any person or persons shall exercise or
carry
on any trmle or butinett hereinafter
mentioned, fbr
the exercising or carrying on which trade or
business
a license is required
by this act, without taking out
such license as in that behair
required, be, she or
they shall, for every such offcnee, respectively, forfeit
a penalty equal to three timet the
amount of the duty
or sum of money
impotedfor tuck lirente:’
NATII'L J. MILLER.
Collector of 1st Collection District
in the State of Maine.
Portland, Dec. 13th, 1882.
dtf
nue
on

f-ii>a/r,‘

»fore'»id

_

Friday. December 12.
ARRIVED.
Bark Josie Nicholas, (of Bucksport) Nicholas, Matauzas 25th ult, in ballast.
Bark Mary C Fox, Fredericks, Cardenas 27th ult,
In ballast.
Brig Thomas Connor, York. Mntanzas 25th ult.
Brig Hattie E Wheeler. Piukhatn. Cardenas 29th.

_

Horticultural tlrrtlng.
is hereby riven that the annual

meetlnr
NOTICE
of the PORTLAX!, HORTK rLTVRALsSrit T Y

stands adjoorned to 71 o’clock of
Evening, December 22d Inst., when officers
ensuing year will be chosen, and such other
transacted as may be legally brought before

Brig Urana, (of Brewer) Coombs, Stirrup Key,

Bahamas, in ballast.
Sch D B Doane, (of Brewer) Kuowlton, Havana
80th ult, in ballast.
Sch Campbell, (of Cherrvfield) Fickett, Cardenas
20th ult.
Sch Trident, (of So Thomaston) Snow, Cardenas
29th ult, in ballast.
.Sch James Freeman, Freeman, Tangier.
.Sch Lookout, Thornton. Tangier.
Sch Ocean, Pierce, Philadelphia.
>cn -uarni ttoxana, Uoian, Philadelphia.
Sch Gertrude Horton, Jameson, New York.
Sch Leesburg. Blake. Boston.
Sch Dorcas Hawes,Blackwood, Eastport for Boston
Sch Ocean Belle, Watts. Jonesport lor Boston.
Sch t*leaner Packet, Walls, Bangor tor Boston.
Sch Julia Francis, Wattoii, Bangor for Bostou.
Sch Emeline, Colby, Wiscasset for Bostou.
Steamship Parkersburg. Hoffman. New York.
Ar 11th
barks C B Hamilton. Haskell, Havana
25th ult; It H Knight, (Br) Carman, do 25th.
St Andrews

Brig Orison
Eaton.
Sch Ospray,

NB, by X J

Sturdivant.
Sch Highlander, Rogers, Xewburyport, by Warren
Browu.
Sch Rio del Xorte, Jacobs, Boston, by J 11 YVhite.

Ship W J Morris, 1188 tons, built at Bath in 1866,
has beeu sold at Loudon for £3900; ship Rock laud,
922 tons, built at Kocklaud in 185*). was sold at auction at £35*10; ship Oracle. 1196 tons, built at Thornaston in 1868, was sold lor £4*3)0.
The All ship Nathaniel Thompson, built at Kennebunk in 1848, has been sold at New Y'ork for $13,000;
the A2 brig Alary Cobb. 280 tons, built at Rockland
in 1854, for $9,000, cash.
The row bark “Ellen Drisko/* of 235 tons register,
launched from the yard of I. K. Corthell, at Addison, on the 23d ult.
was

estate

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.4'J aud 7] P. 31. Closes at
7.45 A M aud 1.30 P. M.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOA T MAIL—Arrives from East port Me., St
John NB aud the British Provinces.Tueaday mornmornings. Closes Thursday at 4 P. 31.
EC ROPE—-Closes everv Saturday at 1.30 P. 31.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 p. 31. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. 31. Close at
9 P 31.
Z y Office ot>en daily (Sundavs excepted) from 8
A. 31. to 9 P. 31. On Sundavs. from 8] to 9] A. 31.

MARRIED.
In this city Dec. 11th, by Rev. E. C. Bolles, Albert
W. Child aud 3Iiss Emetine 1). Dunn, both of this

city.
fa Con wav, N. H., Nov 27th. Charles E. Hilton, of
North Bridgton. and Miss Kli/alieth Abbott, of C.
In Ravmoud Nov 23d, F. K. Thorp, of No. Bridgton, ami Mi's Mary lv. Nash, of R.
lu North Bridgton Nov. 20th, P. W. Kilborn, of
Waterford, and Phebe J. Gould, of N. B.
Iu North Bridgton Dec 4tli, Osgood B. Webb, of

N. B., and Miss Sarah E. lllsly, of ilurrison.
lu Presque Isle Oct 24th. N G Nickerson aud Miss
Christiana Beuvie, both of 31onticello.
In llodgdou Nov 22d, Tobias DeLue, of Calais, aud
Miss M. A. Robinson, of Uodgdou.

Reed, Furber, New Orleans;
Mecosta, Dunbar, Boston; schs Phebe, Morrow, for
Havaua; Z A Payne, Jones, Eastport; Wenonah,
Owen, for Dennysvillc; Charm, Myrick, and Flora,
Doane. Bostou; Aiuauda, Kelley, for New Bedford;
steamship Parkersburg. Huffman, Portland.
Sid 9th. ships Lainergier, aud Moro Castle; brig
E

A

Anita Owen.
Ar 11th, ship Exchange,
Acme, Campbell. Verm Cruz;

Chaney, Liverpool;

bark*

brigs Webster Kelley,
lleagau. Cardenas; Delaware. Curtis, Gardiner.
Clu 11th, ships Pyramid. Sleeper, Montevideo and
Bueuos Ayres; Comjuerer. Boutelle, Liverpool; bark
Rebecca Goddard,
Pulleys, lor Cadiz; Ella Virgiuia,
While, Montevideo; brig Josiah Jex, Simpson, for

New

I

>rleans.

NEW HAVEN—Ar 10th, sch II Prescott, Crowell,

Boston.

PAWTUCKET—Sid 10th, sch Kio Grande. Allen,
Rondout.
NEWPORT—Ar 10th, schs Julia Newell, Trott, ftn
l’ortlaud for New York; C B Jones, do for Baltimore.

HOLMES'S HOLE—In port 8th inst, brig J West,
Hardison, fm Turks Islaud for Boston.
SOMERSET—Ar 8th, sch J P Wallace, Staples, ftn
New York for Taunton.
FALL RIVER— Ar9th, sch D II Baldwin, Knowlton. Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 10th, sch Orion, Hart, fm Boston for
Blueliill.
BOSTON—Ar 11th, schs 8 31 Tyler, Crosby, from
Albany; American Chitf, Pressey, Rondout; Dfc E
Kelley, do; Bay Stale, Meservey, Newport: Maria
---

’-»>”■

—•> WIU

\\ iscasset.
Cld 11th. bark Lagrange. Rolling, New Orleans;
sch Col Lddv, Blanchard. Stockton.
Ar 12th, ship Hamlet, Lifraw, New York; brigg
Laurilla. Holton, Cape Hay tieu ; J West. Hardison,
Turks Maud: J 1* Eilicott, Devereaux. Philadelphia;
schs J C Brooks, Graffam. Baltimore; Siak, Ingalls,
and Express, Sears, Elixabethport.
Telegraphed—bark St Jago, from Havana; brigs
and N Stowers, —.
Ashler, tin do;
Cld 12th, brig
Larrabec, Dailey. Portland;
sclis Susan. Berry, Cape
; Alnomak, Townsend. Thomaston; Express. Wentworth, for Haugor;
Re-alia, Pink ham, Wiscasset.
PORTSMOUTH—Shi 5th, sch George k James,
Mills. Rockland.
Sid loth, schs Yaletta, Means, Pnrtlaud; It B Pitts,
Hall, Rockland.
Ar 11th. schs Harriet Heal, and Phcnix, Hamilton,
New York.

Cjcloue,
Phillip

llaytien

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Messina 24th ult, ship Sarah L Bryant, Lee, for
Boston.
Sailed from Gibraltar 17th ult, bark Voyager,Freeman, (from Smyrna) for New York
Oil Plymouth 28th, ship Dorcas Prince, York, fin
New York tor London.
Ar at Newport E. 25th ult, brig Caroline E Kelley,
l’ote, tin London for Havana
Ar at Greenock 28th ult, bark Palmyra. Crocker,
New York.
Sailed from Glasgow 25th ult, S A Blaisdell, Eaton,
Kurrachee.
Sailed from Dubliu27th, Nellie Hunt, Leavirt, tor

Leghorn.

Sailed from Flushing 20th ult, Ophelia. Johnson,
for Akyab.
At Londou 20tli ult, ships Oleron.
for Chinchas. to load tor France; Wandering Jew, Smart,
and Sahino. Woodard, for Cardiff, to load coals tor
Aden at 37s txl; Asa Eldridge, Coleman, for Shanghae. at 4»>s; Oceau Romp. Rairden; James R Keeler,
Delano, and American Eagle, Urquhart. tor N York,
Idg; Windermere. Hardiug; John M Mayo, Clossen;

Percy,

llarraseeket. Watts; Aramingo, Arnold,'and Fawn,
Nelson, disengaged Ira Russell. Kelley; H B Mildmay, Webb; Rutland, Ingraham; Charlotte. Cousins; Black llawk, Doaue; Patrick lleury, Moore
ami Amazon, Hovey. disg.
Chartered—ships Thos tlarward. for Akyab; H B
Wright, Rochester, Roswell Sprague, and Caledonia.
At Liverpool 29th ult, slups Mazcppa, Weeks, for
C hi no has. to load for Hamburg.
At Cardiff 28th lilt, ships lleury Clark, Town*, for
Chinchas, to load for Rotterdam; White Mountain,
fordo, to load for Antwerp; Charlotte W White,
Griffin, for Sau Francisco; Sparkling Wave, Emery,
for Matilinaiu, to load for Euglaud.
Ar at Ha\ ana 5th iust, sch Oceau Ranger, Lewis,

Portland.
Sid 4th. hark Courser, Griffin, New Orleans; brig
L M Merritt, Berry, New York.
Sid 5th, brig Milwaukie, Brown, Cardenas,
lu port 6th. barks Talatera. Merithew, for Boston;
Aberdeen. Cochran, ami Abbvla, < handler, unc;
brigs W A Dresser, Deukiu, ami Oceau Wave, Partridge. for New York ; Caroliue Eddy, Poumrov. tor
New Orleans; II G Berry, Auld. for Boston;' Ben
Dunning. Winchester, for Vera Crux; Jessie Rhvuas. Pendleton; Retincbec, Blair; John Pierce. Norton; II B Emery. Perkins; J A H Crowlev, DiDko;
Darien, lleury, and Mary Alvina. Ames.uuc; schs
C A Farnsworth, llodsdou, G E Baker,-.; James
O' Douoliue, Coney ; Adele, Snow; Med ora. Chase;
Oceau Ranger. Lewis, and Dolphin. Tyler, unc.
Ar at Matau/as 3d iust. brig Daniel' Boone. Segar,
Portland.
Cld at Cardenas 29th ult. barks Canada, McDonald. Portland; Harmou, Buckley, do; sch Mohawk,

Staples, Baltimore.

or

WILLIAM F. TWITCHELL,
Portland, in the County of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; she thereflirt* rimnnafa all

SPOKEN.

Gay,

r.nranni

1.

...

i.j.Ls.j

sL

...

deceased's estate, to make immediate
pavment; and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to
MARGARET J. TW1TCHELL.
Portland. Dec. 2.1S62.
gg wgw

H.BTU n Kr
-or THK-

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co,
ON

OP BOSTON.
THE FIRST DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1982.

1. State the name of the
Company. Manufacturers' Insurance
Company.
2. Where located? Boston.
3. When incorporated?
February 28, 1822.
*
4. Amount of Capital?
#400 000
5. Amount of Capital
in?
actually
paid
400,000
6. Number of shares, and par value of
each ? 4000— #100.
7. Amount of ire risks
outstanding?
8,612.784
8. Amount of marine risks
outstanding? 7,887 401
9. Total amount of
risks?
outstanding
16.600 256
10. Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind, and
par value and market value of each.
20,000
United States 7 3-10 Bonds, p. r. per
share #100-m v. #104.
30,000
11. Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kind.and par value and market
value of each.
12. Amount ot bank stocka? 8tate amount
of each kind, aud par value and market value of each.

Bank.Boston,1*100 *103

C°118,366**4

117

64 006 32
“

92

44 108 00
M 49

1275 shrs Citv
660 shs Shoek Leather

DealBank. Boston,
100
600 shs Sbawmut Bank,Boston,
100
*»k. *>•*». 100
12 •ST
ers

260

State

*•

Bauk,

90

60

66

14 668 37

13*966 00

Ira
1« V.

109
BaJlk' •• 1(J0
100 106
K»gle Bank.
160
Kail Road Bank,Low*11.
76 80
100 shs Bay State Bank.
Lawrence,
75
76
20 shs Market Bank, Boston, 70
72
60
New England Bank,
Boston,
100 103

16,<82 23
11 002 00
1

7,500 00

**

5,982 76

^
13. Amount of railroad stocks? State
of each kind, and par valae and market value ot each.
None.
14. Amount of railroad bonds? State am’t
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
#102.000 Bonds
Cheshire Rail Road, par value W0,market value 102.
87 783 87

a#'t^^

15. Cash value of real estate owned

Company,

by

the

38 283 03
hand, including advauces on losses not adjusted ?
72,013 68
1«. Am't of cash in hands of
agents? None.
18. Amount loaned on mortgage of real estate ?
172.000 00
19. Amount loaned on collateral?
77.778 87
20. Amount loaned without collateral?
63^76681
21. Amount of all other investments?
12,000 00
22. Amount of premium notes on risks terminated?
6,287 18
23. Amount of borrowed monev.specifvlng
collaterals given for the same? None.
24. Amount of losses due and unpaid? None.
25. Amount of losses claimed
aud unpaid?
26. Amouut of losses reported cong»dered

16. Amount of cash

on

upon which the liability
of the Company is not determined?
27. Amount of all other claims

Company?

question,

against

58.900 00
the

None.
28. Amount of cash received for
premiums

on fire risks?
88,729 69
29. Amouut of cash received for nrcminma
on marine risks?
22.678 66
30. Amount of notes received for premiums
on tire risks?
None.
31. Amount of notes received for premiums
on marine risks?
229,237 82
32. Amount of cash received for interest?
61,110 94
33. Amount of income received from all
other sources?
2.936 08
8*. Amount of lire losses paid last vear?
66
36. Amount of marine losses paid last
44.273
76
year?
36. Amount of dividend-paid the last
year? 12“.000 00
37. Amount paid for expenses of office?
14.274 24
38. Amount of other expenditures?
10,200 00
39. Amount received in cash for fire risks
not terminated ?
70,710 42
40. Amouut required to re-insure all outstanding risks? From 75 per cent, to96
per cent, of premiums.
41. Amount of premium notes on risks not
terminated?
166,367 18
42. Amount of delinquent notes not
charged to profit and loss?
26 00
43. Highest rate of iuterest received? Six
cent.
ghest rate of interest paid on money

86[873

Er

borrowed?

Nothing.

45. How many share* of the capital stoA
are pledged to the Company ?
None.
46. Balance to credit of profit and loss account ?
282,248 34
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
Nothing.
48. How many shares of the capital stock
are owue by the Company, or not subscribed for?
None.
49. What amount of the capital consists of
the stockholders'notes?
N thing.
SAM'L GOULD, President.
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
ScrroLX ss.. December 10. 1862.
Personailv appeared Samuel Gould. President, and
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary of the above
Company
and severally made oath that the above statement
by them subscribed, is. in their belief, true.
Before me,
William T Andrews,
Justice of the Peace.

NATH'L F. DEERING, Agent,
No. 3

Exchange

Street

....

dec 12 d3w

Window

Portland,

NhadeH,

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banners, Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED

TO

ORDER.

STORE SHADES, of all dimension.. madn, lettered and put up at short notice,

AT

STONEHAM'Sj

No. Ifls 1.3 Middle St.

•

Portland, Me.

dec 12 eod3ra

Ocean liaiimnee Company.
ANNUAL meeting.
mHE Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Com-

A

pany

are

hereby uotified

to

meet

at

the office of

Company ou Monday, the fifth day of Jauuary,
1863. at 3 o'clock P. M., for the purpose of choosing
seven Directors for the ensuing year, and the transaction of anv other business which may theu be legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
Portland. Dec. 10,1862.
dec 10 tm
said

Nov 17, lat 50 40 N, Ion 24 17 W, ship Walter Lord,
from Calcutta for Loudou.
Nov 25. lat 49, lou 8 W
ship Shakspeare, fin London for Boston.
%

td

late of

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, brig John Bernard,
(not EHen) Jamieson. Calais.
Cld 9th. sch Henrietta. Bran nan. New York; loth,
brig Eiuiua, Baker, Boston.
l id loth, brigs Timothy Field, Royal, Port Spain;
11 H McGilvery. Crockett, Jamaica.
ELI/ABETllPoKT—Cld 9th, sch Wm Gray,Buell,
Portland.
NEW Y'ORK—Ar 10th, barks B Colcord, Colcord,
Cardenas 15 days; George S Hunt, Wood burg, Baltimore; brig Ortolan, Lord, Sagua30th ult; schs War
Eagle, Scoley, Havana; F J Cummings, Bulan, from
Bangor; Ocean Star, 11am, Rockland; Nelly Potter,

brigs

BECKETT, Secretary.

THE

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 10th iust,(by tel) ship John
Tucker, Hallett, New Y'ork.
KEY WEST—Cld 25th, brig Lizzie Treat, Crowell,

Salem.
Cld 10th,

for the
It.

subscriber hereby given public notice to ail
concerned, that she has.been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix ofthe

Adams, Waite, New Y ork, by llophni

(Br) Drice. St John XB, by Thomas
Paddock.
Sch Ariel, (Br) Shields, St John XB, by master.
Sch Hattie Uoss, Doland, Philadelphia, by Koss k

8. B

^

Monday

business

Portland, December 13. 1862.

lor Cuba.

Gulf.

against

Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Nov

Miller.

healed, and

Washington, from April 10th 1861, to Nov.
14th 1862, was 455,452. In this number is not
included troops sent to Fortress Monroe, Harper's Ferry, Hatteras, South Carolina, and the
at

Timex made

East of Eim House.

BAILS

Borussia..Southampton.New

Brig Harriet, (Br) Brett,

NOTICES.

ments for 3Irs. B. to treat

Troops Arrived at Wasit. i
IXijtox.—The total number of troops arrived

which the

at

Federal Street,

nr,

—

I hours after her first
application I could hear every
voice iu the house. I can now stand in the cellar and

to take the tax off newspapers.

Number

of

Deafness Ccred.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will beat
Preble House for one week.

Page,”
Argus predicts “immortal honor and fame,”
(which Jseems to ns to be rather strong Ianguage) to the member of Congress who first
moves

loose in the lumber

matter

the

comic notice to
on its half sheet.
The

“See Fourth

FOR

CLEARED.

type!—[Bangor Whig.

us

too

SPECIAL

”F“The scarcity of paper begins to be lelt
on all sides.
The Oxford Democrat has lost a
column from each page. The Brunswick Telto

that we

just, but the item referred to was
noticed except in the paper to which we
gave credit. It seems to us that newspaper

editor of the Kridgton Reporter, has a correct idea that there is more joy in the
Printing
Office and more hope in the world at
large,
over one delinquent
[subscriber] that repents,
than over nine hundred and ninety-nine
just
men who take no paper at ail.
The same ladyshe
has
taken up the stick” in the Resays
porter Office—(broomstick)—and beats the

comes

Bangor Whig

intend to be

ant

egraph

the

assure

not

His skin yet retains the light hue, but,
judging by what flows from him, his insides must
be as black as ink.

Devil” setting

a
f<*

ritirx,

No.

STEAMSHIPS^

PROM

City of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York

“a

More

a love
of negro slavery
and such an aversion to everything
white, that
he has actually begun to turn black himself.—

as

Oymtox-m.

vious

ex-office

Dlf” The young lady who sparkles

BTKAMKIl

What does the Lewiston Journal mean

I
fellow

Letter from tiie Banks Expedition.
special correspondent of the Philadelphia

He further says:
“Tiie expedition will not land at any of the
points now discussed. It will not go as far as
some think, and yet farther than others suspect. This, although it may seem like a riddle,
is a fact.

petition has been presented to the
British Parliament, praying for a
change in
the present time mode of
dividing the day into two divisions of twelve hours each, and in
its stead, count the hours from one to
twentyfour. It would be a striking
change for the
a

vigor

SAILING OF OCEAN

orders.

A

There is

tiie war one of

Inquirer, on hoard the Albany, states that the
Captain of the Albany had received scaled

yachtsman.
Kyjohann Ludwig Uhland, one of the
foremost of the lyric poets of Germany, died
recently at Tubingen, where he was bom on
the 20th of April, 17S7. Uhland has held the
place of a classic among the German poets for
many years, and his reputation is contemporary with that of many writers long dead.

^^

making

and power.

the animal.

war.

every allusion to him in the Press
into an accusation of disloyalty? The eiremn- \ was anticipated with great interest and restances is very suspicious. He must be in
j ceived with much satisfaction. It gives evithat condition of gultiuess that will
“speak dence that our tiuances, with the momentous
though tongues were out of me,” and in which interests depending upon them, are in good
he fancies

Mr. Seward’s maxim that it would not do to
strike with tiie (1st between the eyes, the
gentleman lie expecteil to invite to dinner next

40,
longitude 74 50, on the 4th inst., and heading
southward. The expedition,
therefore, will
not operate against Richmond.
-F"A picture in the American Agriculturist, entttled “The Lawsuit,” represents a cow,
one man
pulling at her head, another at her
tail, and a well-dressed lawyer quietly milking

of the North" will thank any one to attribute them feelings doing so little credit to their
sense of justice and their ideas of

business.

j

plomacy what alone can be accoinpiishad by
fighting. The Press says: “It was evidently

y Gen. Bunks is still “bound South.”—
One of his steamers is reported in lat. 3(1

oCbounil slaves ! We doubt if the “free labor-

a

:rr~'Tho Hartford Press believes that up to
September, and partially up to the
removal of McClellan and Buell, Mr. Seward

and Mr. Thurlow Weed were tiie subtle
power behind tile
throne, that labored to do by di-

ers

much attention and will probably be amoug
the first measures considered the present session. Its importance to the business interests
of the country is such that it can hardly be

construing

\

ADVERTISE MENTS.

Scht. "J. Freeman” and "Lookout" have
with OYSTERS. For sale at Ihe old

Chase Bros k Co.
Sch Campbell—185 hhds molasses. 22 tes do; 5 hhds
sugar, 30 boxes do, to E Churchill & Co; 3 bbls molasses, 1 box sugar, to master.
Cardenas—Brig Hattie E Wheeler—193 hhds molasses, to John Lynch k Co.

the 22d of

E3^”The Xewbern Progress mentions an
Union meeting at Shepardsville, X. C., on the
29th ult. By invitation, C. H.
Foster, of Xewbern, addressed the assembly.

years
In Knox Xov 28th, Rufus Brvant, aged 18
years
In Monroe Nov 27th, Silas F. Putnam,
aged 18 vrs
2 months.
lu Frankfort Nov 23d, Mrs. Mary, wife of Amos
Sproul, aged 04 years.

Havana—Bark C B Hamilton—45 hhds sugar, 209
boxes do, to Chase Bros k Co.
Bark R H Knight—71 hhds sugar, 91 boxes do, to
Chase Bros & Co; 2 cases cigars, to Geo S Hunt.
Matauzas—Brig Thus Connor—240 boxes sugar, to

Home's not merely roof and room;
Home needs something to endear it.
Home is where the heart can bloom,
Where there's some kind tip to cheer it!
What is home with none to meet.
None to welcome, none lo greet us?
Home is sweet—and only sweet—
Where there’s one we love, to greet us.

rents.

tain the Executive in the prosecution of the

This week opens with

we

IN hv is it that the editor of the Advertiser
cannot write a single page of note
paper, on so
trite a topic xs that of'1loyalty" without making a labored defence of his own position, and

Washington. Dec. 8th, 18(32.
passed very quietly. Excepting

the bitter but ineffectual attack upon the administration in the House, the strong resolutions of Mr. Stevens, and the obituary notices
of Mr. Thompson in the Senate, but little of

We think it will tax severely the ingenuity
of the Advertiser man to torture this
language
into a lack of support of, or opposition to, the
sure

wide and stormy experi-

lofty aspirations—this pitiful carping; and the patriotic
(M. Gurowski has been naturalized) indignation is elicited by a vulgar tit of anger too!
For sale by II. L. Davis, 53 Exchange st..

copy the

we

exclamations.

wisdom that such

To show what justice there is in this “stray
gleam” from the Hon. gentleman who now

surely will weaken the grand
South, and tend to subdue the
rebellion. When this is
completely accomplished, our soldiers will come home only to
take their families with them and return
again
to the South, there settling on the basis of free
labor; they will root out the old aristocracy
and thus harmony will be restored.
Thus closed this- debate, which has been
army of the

O Jemima! is one of the
But the exhifrequent
bition is not without its tragic point of viewafter all. This then, the reader muses, is the

Count's

We are not going to charge treason upon
the Press, if it does not see its way clear to
support the administration's financial measures—of all the measures which it has proposed by far the most important

half million volumes in their libraries, in addition to which, the Sunday School

and this

bosb, bunkum, &c.

in his eagerness to find cause of
its course he says:

sits in the saddle of that paper,

boss, rpit-lWcert, tip-top,

vial-in-cellar.

a

NEW

Kittory Dec 10th, Mrs. Mnrv, wife- of Cant N.
odd, aged 69years 10 mouths: 11th, Annie fc el•lest daughter of Lieut. Col. Wentworth, of the 27th
»Ie Reg., aged 15 years 11 months.
In Peru, of dipthcria, lliratn Weymouth,
aged 10
In

IMPORTS.

Home is where there’s one to love—
Home is where there’s one to love us.

Day, as a day of jubilee—Fred.
Douglass is to deliver the oration.
SJF” A little child of John Thurley, of Ossipee, N. H., .3 years of age, was burned to
death on the 22d ult., in the absence of his
pa-

impressions are the purest and the best.” Hut
these first impressions are usually obliterated
as the Count grows older, month after
month,
by other fresh impressions, till his portraits be.
come mere daubs.
Old age and disappoint-

ity

Home is where affection calls—

Filled with shrines tin* heart hath budded;
Home! to which tiie faithful dove.
Sails beneath the heaven above us,

TfT' The negroes of Boston will celebrate

as

The dimensions and a detailed account of the
work performed on the Keokuk have been
ment have soured a temper, which must have
printed, but they convey no idea to the gener- contained originally that element of tartness
al reader of her peculiarities. These are
which goes to the making up of a thorough
First—the armor of the hull and its arrangements.
philanthropist. He loves his race, appreciates
Second—the mode of mailing the turret.
the American people—none better; but AmerThird—the speed of the ship.
ican men cannot fail to provoke his scorn. The
First, the bulwark of outside armor, with
Nestorian boasting is never wanting. He is
which the construction of Monitors has made
full of old stories about the European CenAmericans familiar, consists of iron plates laid
over one another.
Thus, when we say a battaurs of his past experience.
There are no
tery has four and a half inches of iron armor
such men now, at least not on this continent.
on her sides, we mean that four inch
plates
And so it happens that his book is a magazine
and one half inch plate are laid over each
other and fastened. Mr. Whitney has adopted
from which ammunition may be drawn by all
a new and novel plan which is interesting,
parties. The complex monster, which he names
and apparently good, fiver a ground work of
“Liucoln-Seward-McClellan,” will sufficiently
half-inch rolled plates there arc bars of iron
indicate the catholic spleen he cherishes. This
four inches thick, alternately with strips of
yellow pine of about equal thickness. Over triple headed incubus has ruined the nation
all these, then, there are two or three 5-8 inch
—according to Count Gurowski. “Kent’s Complates of iron; so that in reality the ejtclusthe qualifications of a Presiirely iron mail on the outside is not quite mentary upon
two inches thick, while the whole armor, the i dent is the best criticism upon Lincoln.” “Mr.
iron edge, wooden lining, and plates together
Seward would rather swallow a viper than apmake over six. Many deem this as good as
plaud the abolition of slavery.” Of MeNaposix inches of plate iron.
leoii, as he styles the commander of the army
Sccoud, the turret is somewhat similarly
of the Potomac, the Count says
made. The small batteries already in service,
merely,“I was
except the Galena, have in their turrets eleven
struckwith the sort, insignificant inexpressivei-incii iron plates,all laid over each oilier, and
ness of his eves and featuaes.”
constituting an exclusively iron wall eleven
The unbridled egotism of the writer appears
inches in thickness.
The Keokuk's turrets
have the 4-inch iron bars, inside or outside the | in numerous ways, but chiefly
perhaps in his
5-d plates, and although the turret has 0 1-2
besetting tendency to offer advice and couninches of iron, as stated in our first account of
sel, write letters and communications for the
the vessel, only two inches, or less of it, is laid
on in plates, the rest
lieing edge-turned bars, newspapers, on all occasions small or great.
which, as in the hull, frequently alternate with The faithfulness with which he chronicles the
strips of pine, so that the exclusive iron armor fate ol his messages
(regularly disregarded) is
of tlie turret is only two inches, while the mass
more than ludicrous,
taken together is deemed by many as strong
“Wrote,” says he, “to
as if the plates were laid over each other.
Charles Sumner in Boston, to stir up some inThird, the Keokuk was to lie a "ten-knot
ventive Yankee to construct a wheelbarrow in
vessel,’’ when she was originally designed, but
which Scott could take the field in person.’’
more iron having been put on her than was
In the earlier months of the Diary, these mesintended, it is conceded that she will lose
a knot thereby, or
only make nine. The first sages are full of Cassandra prophecies, which
indispensable attribute of a ram is strength, grow suspiciously infrequent toward the close.
and the second speed. Hence, the most imNot that M. Gurowski is intentionally a prophportant—the last named—peculiarity of this
singular ship has been overlooked by all who et after the fact-but he may be, after all.
have written about her. She will be fast, and
This rcmarkuble work, it is reported, the
her strength is apparent to all who look at
writer sent to the State Department binder to
her.
be bound up into a volume; the binder,
A steam ram mnst be able to catch the vesmeeting
with various familiar names, was induced to
sel she wishes to destroy, and to strike her
with as much velocity as possible. It is to
to read the sheets he should have bound, and
make the Keokuk this kind of a craft that Mr.
after reading to hand them to Mr. F. W. SewWhitney has so assiduously labored. Were it
possible to drive her twenty miles an hour she ard ; Mr. F. W. Seward called thereto the attention of his father, the Secretary of Shite;
would be all the better ram for it, but she
is not meant so much to lie the perfect
and the Secretary of State completed the cirthing herself as to illustrate in what manner cuit
by returning the book to M. Gurowski,
perfection can be attained. Her engines arc
who thus and thereupon lost his clerkship, and
400 horse power, ami if they drive her nine
miles an hour, as the authorities expect, it
in anger published bis notes revised and amenwould be easy to build one four times her size,
ded.
with proportionate speed.
The style of the book is unique; torcible
and expressive, but full of foreign idioms, not
Straitened for an Objection.
to mention the scraps of French, Dntch, ItalIn a brief article of two dozen lines in yesian, and Latin, and selecting by a natural affinterday’s Advertiser, the editor contrives to
such words as

be considered

can

DIED.

beautiful “heart

Home’s not made of palace walls.
Though with pictures hung and gilded,

Mew Year’s

says, “iu the tempests and among the breakers of our times, has taught me that the first

Minnesota;

13,000 Sunday Schools,
800,000 scholars receive religioui
instruction from nearly 150,000 Teachers.—
These Sunday Schools are furnished with about

Governor will demand that her troops be sent
home to protect the Slate; so will it be in other

basement

awhile,and at last caught up by Secretary Seward two years ago and set down in Washington to make such observations on men and things

Wilmington,

whites,
insurrection; her

States,

in

following

poem’’ has 1
been set to music by Ossian E.
Dodge, and is I
sung with line effect by his popular assistant,
Mr. Hayward. But few can listen to this
touching song With dry eyes:

Stephens,
jyTwelve members of the Sophomore
class in l'ale College have been
suspended for
“rowing” a Freshman.
-IF”Musical amateurs are much exercised
by the question, whether a small bottle in a

and w herever else the life

|

Debate at Mechanics' Hall.
The debate

l'atapsee

zen

anybody, speaking of the high prices, venture
to ask, “What will advance next?” the anThe army, I
swer came with a sickly smile,
hope.” Did any prophet of peace assert that

All this is ended.

for

navy, will command her. He was born in N.
York, appointed from Alabama, and is a citi-

ed with the terrible delay, which we knew
Did
was exposing our government to ruin.

going

Italy,

revolutions

What is Home?
The

JF' Shipbuilding is going on briskly at Cal-

might best suit his age and experience. In
Ou Saturday also was launched the Whit- I a word, this work is due to M. Gurowski’s
ney battery, Keokuk, the first iron-clad ever ! clerkship in the Department of State.
built in the city of New York. Alexander II.
The Diary is published as a record of first
Khind, one of the regular officers of the old impressions. “A life almost wholly spent,” he

place among the nations
As men in the shadow of some inev-

on

seen

SELECTED.

ais and St.

to this country in sheer despair of European liberty, became, or rather continued to
be. a republican of republicans, was attached
to the staff of the New York Tribune for

Where.
Fortress Monroe.

duty

Heady

8. Catskill
9. Lehigh

to take her

ably, not; it has not been
months past.”

France,

in

AND

£y"TheXew Bedford Mercury has advanced the price of its daily issue from $5 to £7.

of one man could compass such spectacles,
seen them from the inside of the vortex too,

Monday, Dec.

Nearly ready
Nearly ready
Nearly ready
Nearly ready

7. Nantucket

field, and that soon,
or the great Republic of our
was

Ou

6. Nahaot

be done in the

must

Condition.

.Sangamon

6.

ORIGINAL

came

Vestel.
Passaic
Moutauk
Weehawken

1.
2.
3.
4.

Only thirty-six hours ago, a leaden weight
of apathy seemed to oppress the nation.
We
looked on helpless, knowing too well that some-

forever.

in

8th:
The Army in Motion.

no more

ski, who has

ould find it difficult to tell them
The annexed memorandum is a corw

rect account of these vessels on

the city.

thing

New Publications.

Diary, from March 4, 1861, to November 12,
1802.
By Adam Gnroicski. Boston: Lee
& Shepard.
At the first glance this is one of the most
amusing of books. The Count de Gurow-

——————————

MATTERS ABOUT

Throwing Snowballs.—Five

TOWN.

Religious Notices.
A. A.
Sons of

Currier, of Lowell, will lecture In

Temperance

Hall to-morrow, at 21 and 7
Free social meeting at lOj A. M.

o’clock P. M.

Service and a Sermon may be expected
at St, Luke’s Church, on Sunday evening at 7o'clock.
Divine

Supreme Judicial Court.
CRIMINAL TERM.—FOX, J., PRESIDING.

for Arson—The trial of
Joseph W. Lamb of Windham, charged with
setting fire to the barn of Seward M. Baker
Friday.—Trial

the night of September 3d,
was commenced.
The evidence in the case
thus far has been entirely of a circumstantial

Windham, on

of

The case was conducted by Mr.
Butler, County Attorney, for the State, and by
Messrs. Howard and Strout for the defence.
Mr. Baker, who owned the barn that was
character.

burnt, testified that

at 10 o'clock that night lie
barn; beard a noise and went out,
thought lie saw something in the field,
discovered nothin"; went into the barn,

went to the
and
but
saw

that all

the

house, leaving

was

safe, closed the door

next to

the door next the road
open, and went to bed before 11 o’clock.
About 1 o’clock the fire broke out. He saw
Lamb in the afternoon of the day before the
fire pass this barn and go to another one, nut
then in occupation of the witness, and thought
he saw him return with a baggage wagon.
About 4 o'clock on the morning of the lire,
Lamb came there in a gig and remained ten or
twelve minutes.
Mr. Baker further said lie hud had some
difficulty with Lamb since July, 1861, on account of his intimacy with the wife of a brother of the witness, and refused to board him
any longer. Lamb then went to board with
the woman, up stairs. She died in Marcli last,
and then there was some difficulty between
himself and Lamb respecting the property.
Lamb persisted in using the property, and
witness tbrbade his so doing; witness avoided
Lamb as much as possible, but it terminated
in violence between them. Lamb iiad been
appointed guardian of the child of brother of
witness, and witness, in concert with Asa Lcgrow, grandfather of the child, took measures
to have him removed from the guardianship.
Mrs. Olive C. Knight testified as to lire,
and that she saw Lamb come there in the

Dodge's

ami saw Lamb when lie came tbere in his gig;
he had on a silk hat; heard the conversation
as testified to by previous witnesses.
Frederick Legrow was at a picnic that night,
about four miles from Asa Legrow’s; on his
return home saw the fire; left the carriage at
the shed; there was no other carriage with
him. Saw the tracks, and traced them about
three fourths of a mile; was there when Lamb
came.

Richard Purington said he suggested lookfor tracks; while Baker was gone a wagon
It was Austin.
came up blackstrap road.
Loring Baker—Saw Lamb on the morning
after the lire at the Camp meeting at Poland,
between 7 and 10 o’clock. He told of the fire,
and said he thought it was set, and said they
suspected him.
Asa Legrow testified as to the shoe on
Lamb's horse, which subsequent to the lire he
saw, having obtained possession of the colt.
He also stated that a difficulty had existed
between him and his daughter (Mrs. Isaiah
Baker) since the reports of her intimacy with
Lamb. Lamb hail been appointed guardian of
Mrs. Baker’s child, but lie (Legrow) got him
removed from the guardianship, and was himself appointed. S. M. Baker consulted with
him oil that subject. Up to the time of the
reports prejudicial to the character of his
daughter, he had always treated her with
fatherly kindness. She left his house when
she was about sixteen years of age, in consequence of some difficulty with his wife, her

ing

stepmother.
Court adjourned at 9 o’clock in the evening,
having held an evening session. The testimony on the part of the government is not all
in. Judge Fox remarked that counsel must
make their

should be

pleas
obliged

oil

to

Saturday evening, as he
leave oil Monday to hold

Municipal Court—Dec. IX.
Wm. J. Smith, for violation of the city
dinance relating to throwing snow-balls,
c

ist,

will

fined

of his

orwas

vsts.

offense, of throwing snow-balls,
dollar, and one quarter of the

one

Farmington he gave two
ning, in the same hall.

not

on

the

18 years of age, and

were

was

ground
against

that he
whom

a

complaint was subsequently made for obtaining the bounties upder false pretenses, yesterday went tack to his regiment. He told his
father that if he got clear he would run
away
again, and his father, on condition that the
complaint against his son should be withdrawn,
gave his consent to the

Judge

enlistment of

the

boy.

Municipal Coubt.—Aaron B.
Holden, Esq., was yesterday nominated by
Gov. Washburn as Judge of the
Municipal
Court of this city.
of

At

in one eve-

Both concerts were

Promotion.—Lieut. Orville W. Merrill, of
the Otli Maine Battery, has been
promoted to

Artillery Brigadier Quartermaster, ou the
staff' of Major Keiffer, Chief of
Artillery to
Gen. Slocum’s Division. Lieut. M. is a son of
Mr. James L. Merrill of this city.
Man Overboard.—An
himself John

Irishman, calling

fished from the dock
Smith,
at Franklin wharf, last night about 11 o’clock.
He appeared to be intoxicated, as he knew not
why he came to take a bath at so late an hour.
this

was

Steamship Hibernian will sail for Europe
afternoon, immediately after the arrival of

the train from Canada.
Prat:*

ntK....

*h<a olio

Mails close at the
1 on

nr

sr-Two children of S. A. Boothby, Esq.,
Cashier of City Bank, Biddeford, died the past
week of

diptheria.

One ol the President's Reasons for Eman-

cipation.
The

Washington correspondent

of the Inde-

pendent gives the following account of a late
interview of a member of Congress with President Lincoln:
Mr.

Casey of Kentucky—the only emancipationist in Congress from that state—had a

very interesting interview with the President
day or two since. Mr. Casey informed Mr.
Lincoln that while originally he did not like
his emancipation proclamation, that now he
did not desire him to go back—to retreat from
the position he had taken; it would be so universally regarded as an evidence of weakness
in the Government. The President informed
him that he need have no fears on that score—
he should nut take back a word. He had no
desire to interfere with the people of the loyal
states on this subject, and he would not do so;
but as for rebels let them prepare for emancipation !
M r. Casey shows that he possesses the old
fashioned Kentucky manliness and truth.—
Though this proclamation might not originally have suited me,” says he, and even if I
were not suited with it now, I would not see
you do so cowardly a thing as to retrace
your steps at the dictation of Democrats and
slaveholders.” These were not his exact words,
but they contain the meaning and sense of
these words.
In discussing the whole subject, the President gave evidence of much thought upon it;
and some of his ideas w'ere original and startling. One of them 1 will allude to in detail.
Mr. Lincoln said that he had often thought of
the narrow escape of the South from a general
slave insurrection the winter alter the election
of 1850. The Fremont campaign, as is well
known, was followed by one attempt at Insurrection in Tennessee. The slave-masters of
the South charged the Republicans upon the
stump with desiring the freedom of the slaves;
and not only that, hut with a purpose, if
Fremont was elected, of forcibly setting the
slaves free. The slaves ull over the South
were full of discontent at the defeat of the Republicans. This discontent in some localities
came near to developing into
open insurrection. This fact made a deep impression upon
the mind of the President, and he told Mr. Casey that the slaves of the South understood
fully now, as they have never understood before, that the Northern people are friendly to
their freedom. Whether they arc mistaken or
not, the whole slave population of the South
expects its freedom at our hands. These
black millions are waiting patiently for their
time to cotne, and if the war ends without
airing them their freedom, they will do it !—
This was the idea of tho President, and it
strikes me as a very important one.
It is
therefore, says Mr. Lincoln, a mercy to all the
to
take the matter into our
parties concerned,
own hands, for we cun control it.
The slaves
id their anger, should the war and without
them
will
burst
out
into cruel
freedom,
giving
a

veay probably be accompanied with great atrocieties, as the slaves would act from a feeling of bitter disappointment. Not so now.—
Now they have every inducement in the world

wait and act as this Government shall teach
them.
It is probable that the slaves would be as
likely to rise in ease the war ended w ith separation, as if it ended with compromise and
union. No matter how the difficulties of the
Government eventuate, if the slaves are permitted to remain iu their ignominious bondage, a terrtble insurrection is in prospect,
and cannot well fie avoided. The true remedo is emancipation note. The
President
means to accomplish it if be can.
to

BY

TELEGRAPH

EVENING

PAPERS.

From Gen. Grant’s Army.—1200 Prisoners
coming in.

Cairo, Dec. 11.
Intelligence from Helena states thatHovey’s
expedition destroyed a portion of the Mississippi Central Railroad, and burned bridges and
otherwise obstructed the Mississippi and Tennessee Railroad.
During the march he engaged the enemy at three different points,

driving

them back in every instance.
several wounded, but none killed.

We had

New York, Dec. 11.

The Washington Star says a dispatch from
Grant's army slates that he had captured 1200
prisoners while in pursuit of Pemberton, and
more were coming in hourly.

The Times’ Washington dispatch says it is
affirmed that Governor Hamilton of
Texas sailed iu the expedition of Gen. Banks.
The Senate Post Office Committee, at their
meeting yesterday, authorized their chairman
to report in favor of the
proposition for sounding for a telegraph line from San Francisco to
the mouth of the Amoor river.

positively

of

Fredericksburg.

Avi ia Creek, Dec. 11—Midnight.
Intelligence from the front to-night states
that our forces have crossed the river, and are
in possession of Fredericksburg.
An enfilading fire in the night from our batteries succeeded in driving the rebels from
their rifle pits on the river's edge, thereby permitting an easy and rapid construction of the
pontoon bridges.
From Tennessee.—No Battle Expected at
Present.

Loui8vii.i,k, Dec. 12—1 A. M.
Advices just received at headquarters dispel
all apprehension of an immediate general en-

gagement in Tennessee.
John

Morgan

was

seven

miles north of Mur-

freesboro’ to-day, organizing about 4000 iulantry and cavalry, with some artillery, for a
raid into Kentucky.

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Dec. 12.

BYT E L EG BAP I i
Portland
FROM

Our

Press.

Daily

FREDERICKSBURG.

Troops

Upon

Fired

in

MISCELLANEOUS.

Hie

Mr. Wilson of Mass., introduced a resolution that the committee of Military Atlairs lainstructed to inquire into the expediency of
allowing enlisted men now in the service of the
U. S., entitled to a bounty of 8100 before the
passage of the act of July 5, 1802, the same
advance bounty as is allowed enlisted men by
that act; and also what legislation is necessary
to secure a more
prompt and speedy payment
of troops in the Held and hospitals.

Adjourned

Streets.

to

Plumer Boots! Plumer Boots!
"

The Rebels
Our

Shelling

Troops Sleeping

Nearly

the

on

hannock.
Army of

IU

UK

WJHJ1I

IKU

Potomac,

LUC

I

WUIKS.

lilt*

enemy have concentrated their forces, and it
is believed will give battle. Much will depend
upon the result of to-day. All feel sanguine
of success.
Evening.—At 10 o’clock this forenoon the
fog began to clear away, but before 11 the air
was again thick, which continued until 2, when
it entirely disappeared.
At 2 1-4 the rebels opened with all their
guns posted on the first ridge of hills. Their
main fire was directed upon the city, which
was filled with our troops.
These guns.wliich
were posted on
the left of the ridge, were
on
the
opened
large body of troops which
crossed on the two lower bridges, and had
formed in line of battle, ami were moving ol>liquely dowh the river fronting the Massaponax.
Although several of their shells exploded over our men, none were injured. General
Bayard's cavalry had five men killed while
endeavoring to ascertain the enemy’s position.
The troops which ctossed below are sleeping
on their arms to-night, the advance being
within three-quarters of a mile of Massaponax
Creek, their left resting on the Rappahannock.
The enemy occupy the other side of the creek in
force. The guns posted on the bank this side of
river silenced the enemy’s artillery after a duel
of half an hour. This ended the fight for the
day. The only damage done by the rebel
shells thrown into the city, was to add so much
to its destruction.
Twenty-five of our men
were killed last night in the streets of the city
while driving the rebels out.
Nearly every house in the city has been
damaged more or lc-s by the tiring of the past
two days.
Several splendid residences have
been completely riddled, as also the churches.
The fire appeared to be directed on the most
prominent edifices. Several cases of wanton
destruction of pro|>erty occurred by our
troops when they entered, property which
could be of no use to the enemy. In many
houses the furniture all remained, showing
that their occupants left in haste. Some of
our troops mistook the British flag lor a secesh,
and tore it from the residence of the British
Consul. This morning the owner came over
to recover it, and the same was returned to
him. The main body of the army is now over
the river, the balance being in position to cross
at any time.
There is no indication of the
enemy evacuating. If they remain a battle
must

immediately

Inadequate Capacity

Rappa-

Friday, 10 A. M. )
After occupying the river front of the city
last night, we lost about 100 men in killed and
wounded, while driving the rebels through the
city. They 0red on our men as they advanced
through the streets, while secreted in and behind houses. Not much mercy was shown
those who were caught.
This morning a dense fog hid everything
from view, but now it is partially passing away.
The troops commenced moving at an early
hour, Gen. Sumner’s grand division leading
the way over in front of the city, to be followed by Mty. Gen. Hooker’s grand division. Gen.
Franklin's grand division, which crosses nearly three mites below the city, is nearly over.—
At9 1-4the first gun was fired, the engagement lasting about half an hour, the rebels
not making a very spirited reply.
It is thought
the troops will all be over by noon.
Information received during the night and
this morning, from deserters and prisoners,
shows that the rebels have two strong lines of
batteries in the rear of the city, the first one
being one mile back, and the second a mile
from the first.
The whole army is in rapid motion, and Well
concentrated. The troops are in good spirits
BI1U UIIAIUU3

The Mexican Question.

their Arms.

ensue.

from Gen. Burnside, or any person connected
with his army, of later date than last
night,
when all was quiet in the vicinity of Freder-

Additional forces of Gen. Banks’ expedition
left to-day, including the 50th Massachusetts
regiment aud two companies of Rhode Island

cavalry.

The Post says the movement in this
country
in favor of Mexico is rapidly
assuming a definite shape. Several officers of uote have offered their services.—Doubtlul.
The Philadelphia Press announces that Gen.
Sigel’s advance to Culpepper is indicative of a
inarch to Gordansville, and the protection of
Gen. Burnside's left flank.
A portion of the 15th New Hampshire regiment embarked on the steamer Cambria
yesterday. Two companies of the 41st Massachusetts also were placed on board, while the
latter were disembarked again, owing to the
crowded state of the vessel. A portion of the
50th Massachusetts was placed on board the
steamboat Niagara, and it is understood one or
two comnanies of this reeiment. were ilisembarked from this vessel, owing to inadequate
;
quarters for the men. It is evident the capacof
vessels
is
overstated
to
the
General
ity
commanding, as nearly every transport has
been found incapable of carrying properly the
large number of men assigned to them. Every
effort is made by Gen. Andrews to secure the
proper transportation of the troops of his
command.
New York Market*

Washington, Dec. 12.
information just communicated,
warrants the assertion that the French government has no idea of prosecuting any further
their pro|H>sitions for armistice or mediation.
No proposition of any kind, in any form,
from any insurrectionary quarter, has been received by President Lincoln or any of his
Official

Cabinet.

No discrimination in regard to the press was
made or known at the State Department, in
regard to the foreign correspondence. A remedy will doubtless be applied to prevent future

complaints.
Tlie Navy Department has received a letter
from Lieut. Commander English, dated otf the
coast of Florida, stating that the boats belonging to his vessel, had captured in Marian river
the English schooners Agnes and Ellen, and
sent them to Key West for adjudication.
Much has recently been said about the invention of 1st Assistant Engineer Whitaker
for tiriug guns under water. A dozen persons
have brought similar plilns to the attention of
the Navy Department. It is no new invention
or secret, having been successfully
applied by
Fulton and others. No practical importance
seems to he attached to this subject.
In the McDowell case to-day nothing of importance

order of the
which order
was similar in effect to one he, as senior officer, had already given to Gen. Porter. Both
cases adjourned till to-morrow.
Advices received at the Navy Department
state that Lieut. Buchanan had sent an expedition from the gunboat Calhoun on the 20th
ult., up Bell river, which returned on the 28th
with a launch tnouiiliug a twelve pound Dalligren howitzer,and two prisoners. The launch
had sixty tents and a few worthless shot guns.
Buchanan states that lie learned the rebel
steamer Victoria was fired and blown up oil'
Last Island about the 12th ult. It appears she
broke her piston rod and sent a boat to Brasliaw City for assistance, when, hearing that
our forces were in possession,
they went
back, set her on Are and deserted her. She
was loaded with arms, ammunition, clothing,
and other neutral supplies.
Steamer Kensington captured the steamer
Maria from Belize and schooner Carus from
Havana, while trying to run the blockade at
Sabine Pass.
Commander Caldwell of the iron clad Essex,
reports seizing Dec. 3d. at tile depot of Baton
Itouge A Opelousas railroad,two hundred and
twenty-six barrels molasses and delivered it
on board the store ship Fearnaught.
Surgeon Pinckney is ordered to the Missis-

sippi squadron.
Geu. Spinner, Uuited States Treasurer, lias
lieaid nothing of the stolen certiAcates, but it
is his opinion that the parties purloining them
have burned them and the police are of the
same opinion. In no case however can they

enough to do so—
neighbor's door-handle.
mean

Illinois Central scrip. 781
Michigan Southern guaranteed. 83*
Michigan Southern,.
39*
American
1’aciHc Mail,.122?
New York Central,.1031
Hudson,. 761

Ciold,.1311

Krie.

cline in rags. We learn from undoubted authat a rag dealer from this State was
offered and refused twenty-two cents per
pound for white rags in Uoston within three
he offered the

lot for sixteen cents, without
to find a purchaser.

GARDINER &

Treasury 7

3-10th«.103}

United States 6s

one vear certificates. 97
United States 6’* of 1874 coupon*. 92
United States 6's 1881 coupons,.10lj

by

Have
est

and

Opposite the l ustom House,

daily receiving

on hand, and are
MOST DESIRABLE STYLES

the

lat-

Of

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,
Faucy Doeskins and
ALSO,

A

of

we

NOW! !

at HARRIS’ HAT

Dec. 8—2wed

Opposite

98

STORE,

fpHE

Street

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments; aud he hopes, by
•lots application to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.
GOOD FA MIL Y

dec9

Steamships.

12 years. 1200 tous, 500 horse power—
gWWWa T. S. Ewen. Commander, will leave
Portland 011 or about the 20th inst. Has first rate
accommodations for
passengers, first, second aud
third class. For freight or passage apply to
FREER, lit)YD i CO
British Consulate Office, Exchange Street.
deed

FURS!

FURS!!!

FURS!!

River Sable

Furs,

and

altered

repaired.

are

made

payable

at

Portland.

A

COn

Non. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Hersey,

aug20d&wtf

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

V.WBUlL.rsr

A NY person

attention to the

NOTICE.
having from Five

same.

aul2codtf

■■

For Ladies, Gentlemen and
<1. L. IIAII,

f

m

to Ten

IIundre*f

Portland,
Have one of the largest stocks of Stationery in the
State, bought for CASH OXL T, and much of it before it advanced in price. Any one wishing to purchase in quantities, or for their private use, will find
prompt attention and good bargains in

BOOKS,

STATIONERY,

Room

Rapei-s.
N oyes,

Ac

Bailey
F. W. BAILEY.

JAMES XOYES.

nov25 4wdAw23

Removal.
B.

JOHN

HUDSON, JR.

-HAS REMOVED TO-

No. 27 Market

Square,

where he will execute in an artistic manner all kind*
of ORNAMENTAL TAINT/NO. such as Signs.Curtain*. llauiu-rs, Landscape*. Figures, Flowers, Scroll
Work, Ac.
A loug aud thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, and several years study
of the higher branches of the Art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the
most elegant styles, aud he hopes by diligence aud
constant attention to business, to merit the patronage of the public.
OT’CARD SIGNS of all varieties painted to
order.
JUlLN B. llt’DSON. Jr..
No. 27 Market Square.
dec4 d4w

S1SSKRAHT,

NO. 120 MIDDLE

mb

you mil !

95 MIDDLE STREET.

IS THERE

MMg
J—■~WORLD’SVv—v
Ret C. A BUCKBEE.
Assistant Treasurer Am-ricmn Bible Umiam, Y. I Citf,
write*:
I very cheerfully add my testimony te
that of numerous friend* to the great value of Mr*.
8. A Allen « World * Hair Restorer and Zylobalan•*

mam

Rev. WM CUTTER. N X City:
My hair Is change
to It* natural color, and growing on bald spot.”
Rev. J. H CORNELL. N Y. CUy: ** I procured It
for a relative. The failing*of the hair *topped, and
restored It from being grey to it* natural and beaa-

tiful color."
Rev. J. WEST. Brooklyn, LI.: MI will testify to
their valne in the m >st liberal sense. They havo
restored my hair where It was bald, and, where
grey, to It* original eolor
MI have OMd
REV A. WEBSTER, B>*ton, Mas*
them with great effect. 1 am now neither bald
nor grey.
My hair was dry and brittle; it 1* now
•oft a* In yonth
R*v. H V. DEGEN, Boston, Maas
That they or*
mote the growth of the hair where baldnea* U, I
have the evidence of my own eyea."

STREET,

Bold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL SALE8 OrPICE,

^

No. 198 Greenwich Street, New-Tork.

U. 8. Xanhal'a sale.
United Staten op America, I
District of Maine. 9$.
I
Exponas,
PURSUANT
directed, from the Hon. Asuur Ware. Judge
of the United State* District Court, within and for
to

to

Writ of Y'enditioni

District of Maine. I shall expose and sell at
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, the folat the time and
as follows, viz:
within
said
place
At the Custom IIocnk Building on Fore Street,
in Portland, on Friday, the ticent y-sixth day qf December current, at 11 o'clock A. .1/7,

said

Iiublic
owiug property and merchandize
District,

Ten Thousand Four Hundred Cigars.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United
State* in the District Court for said Di*trict, and ordered to be sold, aud the proceeds disposed of acoording to law.
Dated at Portland, this tenth day of December, A. D. 1*02.
F A. QUIN BY,
U. S. Deputy Marshal. District of Maine.
declOdlot

IMPOUTER

Real

Estate,

INVESTMENTS !

OOODS,

FUR

before

a

tne

•tuck,

All the Latest Styles of

■

^Numerous Certificates J
feas above. ^

»nd Masueacturer. ha, on hand,
and is constantly inanufkcturiuR from the best

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

OS-

purchasing elsewhere.

30 HOUSES. at prices from 81000 to 86000.
100 HOUSE LOIS, »t price, from 8300 to 83000.
3,000,000 feet of FLATS.
1,000.000 feet of LAX D.
3 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.
MOSKS GUI

No. 120 .Middle Street.
_

SKATE, (Patented.)

THE BLONDIN

Skate* arc intended to cover deficiencies
in Laof skates heretofore made, and
dies* and lient*' Skakes, with the Patent Aukle Suptried
to
insure
aud
to
be
*eeu
need
which
only
port*,
an* made from the best
for them a ready sal**.
material*, latest styles, ami of superior workmanship. Anv person can learu to skate well in.les than
one-fourth of the time, by usina the Patent Ankle
thev are especially useftil for those
having weak ankles. For sale by

THESE

especially

They

uov37

LD, 71 Middle St.,

dtf

Vr Stair..

THROUGH TICKETS
PHILADELPHIA, BALTI-

NEW YORK.
TO
MORE.ml WASHINGTON, and to .11 part, of
the WEST aud SOUTH »nd NOKTtl WEST. Tia all
the

moil

popular

rate,, for tale by
Oat. 2.

dtf

route, and at the Uucett Button
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
OIRee 31 Exchange St.

T II E

BEST

COFFINS

Support—and

CIIAS. DAY, Jr., Ill Middle St.
nov26 3w

AG

MAINE

AND

AC1

—

Soldiers’ Relief Association,
No.

P.r39t.
addressed

J. W.

Y, 42 Exchange St.

at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,
oue can hear of a chance to buy a "MILK
ROUTE,” in which there is not a customer who has
failed to pay his monthly bill*. A favorable chance
Is thus offered to any oue who may wish to engage in
the business, or toculargo his present "route.’’
novl2 eodtf

BY

ty Call in before purchasing eleewfcere, and
lor

'*

-AND-

Communications to be

Milk Houle tor Sale.

A Dollars to invest, may learn of an establishes
buniuess, in which a large portion of the citizens of
Portland are interested, which will give coustant eml
ploy ment and pay well, by addressing
decl dtf
BL'SIKESS. Daily Press Office.

EXCHANGE STREET

Boys.

nov20 eodtf

inquiry

Prices to suit the Tiitei !

quan-

does.

56 A 58-

PATTERNS !

S3T" Remember the place,

MOFFOTT’S,
Market Square,

now

—

fitting

MRS. A.

use

o

lANLPACTlRRRS AND JOBBERS OR CLOTHING,

you want a cheap and perfect
shirt, pleas*:
leave your measure for Mrs. A. MOFFOTT’s cole
brated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

PERSON who has occasion to

Something 1ST ew!

application

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

GENTLEMEN,

what it

gJfC'all

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

Shirts.

EVERY

tities of Stationery should purchase a year’s supply at once, for it has already advanced in price, and
will undoubtedly iu six mouths COST DOUBLE

,

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

TRUE

GOODS,

offer at

I

nov21

the

they

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

all of which will be sold on the most reasonable terms.

attention to

Which

Envelopes.

THOS. G. LORING,

personal

FURNISHING

AND

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

WOODMAN,

dcc2 d&w3w24

personal

Clothing,

HAIR RE8TORER

-CONSISTING

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKINGS constantly on hand.
isocl8
iyrhe Poor liberally considered.

**

Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs. Moflbtt, wh

Clot Its,

Exchange St.

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, Ac., Ac.,

TRUSSES to Adults and Children.

FRANKLIN CARTER.

No. 27

The large House on the corner of Middle and Willow Streets, recently occuby Mrs. C. A. Richards as a' boardpied house.
Possession given immediing
ately. For particulars euquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR

JOSEPH S. FICKETT, Treasurer.
dec 11 tdecviO*
Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 10,1862.

Devotes

STREET,

dtf

GEORGE A.

AND-

Refkrknck*—J. B. Brown k Sou, Portland.
W. W. Thomas,
A. K. Shurtleff,
•*
8. J. Smith,
W. J. Emmet, New York.
Harris, Heyl k Co., Philadelphia.

will pay

HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,

BOOK PUBLISHERS,
36, 38 A 68 Exchange Si, Portland.

A pottiooar y

CHICAGO.

No. 27

ROLLINS & BOND

LETTER PAPER AND

tf

The splendid, new and powerful
Steamship “Mavrocordatos,” A 1,

STREET.

IF

oc2o tf

IVY. ItKADYSYY.
FLOUR by the barrel, or in less

quantities

coupons,

Forwarding & Commission Merchants,

Shirts,

AT-

No. 05.Middle Street.

lo Let.

BAILEY & NOYES,

undersigned would inform his old friendt
I
and the public, that alter an absence of "twentyfive years, he has returned to his native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in
the

CLINTON FFKBISH A CO.,

CLINTON FURBISH.

A

Again!”

Two Thousand Dollars,
ou eight years time, at the rate of interest of five per
ccut. per annum. Thu Bonds, with semi-annual

dly

NO. 24 RIVER

NEW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

commodious Chamber iu the northerly corof the new brick block, orner of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly facing the market. Kent ow.
Enquire at office of

YORK.

Tailor,

Portland, Aug. 6.1862.

noiM Hftm

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s Wharf.
Inquire of J. H. HAMLEN.
Office on Hobson's Wharf.
•cp4tf

Sept. 15,18ti2.

PROPOSALS

attention

EXCHANGE

ON

STREET,

will be received through Portland
P. O., Box 375. until Saturday, Dec. 20th, for tho
of
Bouds
issued by the town of Cape Elizpurchase
abeth, to the atuouut of

Post-office.

REEVES,

RUFUS DEERING,

THE

Ciipe Elizabeth.

given to CUTTING ami
MAKING 1K1YS' GARMENTS, by

A. D.

Cooper's Shop

exhibition and for sale for
only, in the Store

LOAN TO THE TOWN OF

Boys, Boys, Boys.

PARTICULAR

8hippin*

oc29 dtf

To Let.

Furs exchanged,
nov27 4wedis

7,500 MINK,
-4,000 FOX,
0,000 MUSK RAT.
Highest prices paid

lore Street.

To Let.

FOR SALE AT SHAW'S.

dtf

WANTED j

203

FOR 9AL.F..

ner

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.

to suit the times.

Portland. Nov. 19,1862.

please apply

at 127 Middle Street,
N. I. MITCHELL.

nov4eodtf

WATERHOUSE.

you a A LB AT

CLOTHING,

prices

Batterymarch Street,
13 00 ton.

L IGHTE 4“ ERA UR UR Y.SE W

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

For particulars
Portland.

Direct from the manufactory of

Fitch and

Gentlemen’s

good Dwelling House.

Fine American Sable Furs!

Styles of

KE4D1V1.4DE

which

Cassimcres.

/
rULL STOCK OF THE

Latest

—also—

Land, one on Spring and one on
Either would be exchanged for a

choice assortment of

j,

/

ANDERSON.

THE HOUSE Oil the corner of Prospect and Casco streets—the basement
finished for a Store. A good stand for
a family Grocer.
Two Lots of
Spruce street.

STEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.

BROWN,

_lL

HARHIS BROTHERS,

iscdtf_

New and Desirable Styles of
on

—

EMERY &

Will be on
a few days

Oi*

'll

for sale hv

X.,

deeI3

200 Bbls. Choice Brand FLOUR, for ffcmiljr use, by

as

Tr WHITE STAR LINE"

able

being

At 02 Middle Street,

61$

Illinois War Loan.106
64
Tenne»see6’s.
Missouri 6’s. 621

BY

.corner

“Home

marked de-

same

HHDS. sweet clayed,

2d.

Easterly Tenement of the House
.Spring
THE
Street, known
the Kolfe House*. Enquire of
Oct.27.—dtf

praises.

We have know n

day following

molasses.

TO LET.

CON-

whose established reputation of thirty years renders
the superiority of their Piauos familiar as “household
words.”
These instruments sing their own
Any
person desirous of obtaining a superior Piano for
a very little money, should call and examine these
instruments, as they mcst and will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure iu showing the
beauties of these instruments to any aud all who
may favor him with a call.
SlR''”Recollect this is a rare chance, aud for a few
K. H. OS HORN,
days only.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
Every Piano sold with the written guarantee of
the Makers.
dec3 dtf

be used.

Stock Market,
New Yoke, Dec. 12.
Second Board—Stock* dull and heavy
Ac
Rock
Island.
Chicago
81J
Milwaukic Ac I’raric De Chien, 2d preferred,.81
Cleveland & l’ittsburg. 43

..

Washington

the

Vermont Butter.
TUBS Prime, for sale by
J. V. WEBK8 ft CO.

O

FOR SALE & TO LET.

as

Piano-Fortes,

thority

Porter, Gen. McDowell

was examined, testifying as to the
29th, directing Porter to advance,

fiCSSSJ
a

Company, at
Waltham, now gives constant enmployment
to about three hundred and seventy-five hands,
and among them are a large number of young

days, and

at

^—

complete variety of

a

NO. P52 MIDDLE

exchanges
properties that

a

can

street, at fair prices-fnr sale bv
WILLIAM L. WILSON
Portland, Dec. 10,1M2
eodtf

gress

HALL,

Managers—J H, Barberick, W. H. Phillips J
B. Kackleft, C. J. Harris.
Tickets fur the Courae—S1.50;
Single Tickets, 75
ceuts—for sale by the Managers.
Music by Chandler’s yc a grille Band
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
nov24

A RARE CHANCE !

democratic

glad to record

LANCASTER
commencing on

Pianos, IManois !

The American Watch

arc

ASSEMBLIES

Coal and Railroad Beales!

118 Milk Street

Men are sometimes called mean because

^y~We

BEST BRANDS of Western ,n(J
Canada
THE
1 amity FLOl u
always be found 373 Con-

6,000 Sugar
SHOOKS.
SPRUCE DIMENSION,all sires.
DOORS, SASHES. BLINDS. LATHS. CLAP*
BOARDS—Fitted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES ou hand.

A Grand Ball!

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,

they need to be handled with tongs. It is all
owing to the quantity of lie infused into them.

take it from their

merchandise.

300000
BOAKD8*WEDr*B°
Box

EVE, on which occasion there will be extra
daxcea. The fifth will be on XE W YEAR’S EVE
with kxtra dances, to dance the old year out and
the New Year in. The course will close with

operation.

—

he closes it he covers several achersf

just

*°**ff™*-

Portland, Dec.

Hobson’s Wharf, foot of High Street.

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (and only by them.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience aud skill can suggest.

sale, in every variety,

A *w‘

***. preferred.

rood

deed «t

Tuesday Evening, December

WEIGHING APPARATUS,

ZW~Does it follow that a fellow has an inordinately large mouth, because every time

who were

SIX

da r d

an

small bills

see

WILL OIVK A COURSE OF

SCALES.

With

mill, shingle mill, 4c., belonging
to Lawrence 4 Carlton, were destroyed by
Arc at Garland Thursday forenoon.

some

particular,

The Friends of Temperance

—FAIRBANKS’

St

b*1’'

c-ss ssrimjss&g:m

X

AT

the weatern
"Bv of state. Win,,r'ed house with a
Any person who has a
thit lo-"*jr-

itv’,n tb®

JSJi "J !,h*
ioo.l urIckM,tS
'*

ter

90(1
w'rll

Gorham—Tuesday Eve, Dee. 16th, Ruble's Hall,
Baccara rPA-Wednesday Eve,Dec.17, Warren Hall.

CIIAS. DAY, Jr.

f

House Wanted.
TO-ANTED to purchase, a
use in

..

AT LANCASTER HALL.

For

^

t'|y?B®*«l»-pIaned.

Monday Evening, December 15th,

114 Aliddle Street.
dec8 iseodtjanl

Hayward

ONE OF THEIR

PORTLAND,

Nap-

2.“

3i),0(irt Spruce (apboard*
100.000 Extra Cedar
Shingle*.
*y
GEO. F. FOSTER.
*‘°‘d °f UBte" Wh"
Portland. Dee.

Flour, Flour.

PECULIAR CONCERTS!

POCKET DIARIES for 1863.

saw

paper.

Win.
WILL GIVE

portfolios.ret-

••

Bi,,e Shipping Board..
Spruce Hank.
Cheap line Boards.

^'IlS
ift.OOO *f*

.A.gain I

OSSIAH E. DODGE

icules,
«jeuts* dressing cases, ladies companions, brush anu comb boxes, segar cases, gents*
small hand trunks, checker aud backgammon boards,
chess men, dominoes, jack-straws, ladies’ fine travelling bags, port mommies, shell and pearl card cases,
PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS, ladies and gents’
skates, parjor skates.boys’ chests of tools, meersbatira
pipes, do cigar holders, girls and boys sleds—together with a large assortment of Children's Toys.
ST*EVERGREENS by the yard, and in wreaths.

oc26

a

DOD<3-IE

coming

••

•*

decll td

A_ncl

Fruit Knives and Silver

Shaltpeare.

the door.

••

M

For Kale.

women.

Capture of Steamers.

patterns of Silver

work-boxes, writing desks,
Kings;
ladies and

Scene 1

Speech of Sergeant Buzfuz.IHckent.
Doors open at 7—Readings to coinmeuce at 8 o’clock.
Tickets, 25 cents for Single Reading—for remainder of the Course (Four
Readings.) 75 cents—to be obtained of Bailey A Noyes, H. Packard, Ac., and at

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,
New
kiu

u^^Hev. Mr. Toinplison of Connecticut
will preach at State street church to-morrow.

Zff-

Destruction of the Rebel Steamer
Victoria.

extensive

Sold in Portland

will not take

PART II.

Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.

One of the democratic papers says the
New York majority was a staggering one.
We don't think anybody will dispute that
statement who knows how the grog-shops
voted.—(Kockland Democrat.

The McDowell and Porter Trials.

assortment of Goods for the
ANHolidays, consisting
of

Wool—dull.

they

..

S. J.

Pork—more active and firmer; mess 14 00 ® 14 26;
Prime 1162* ® 11 75; Western Prime Mess 13 00 (ft
16 00.
Sugars—steady; New Orleans 8] % 11?, including
125 finds, by auction at 9*.
Coffee—quiet and steady ; Rio 29 ® 32.
Molasses—steady; sales by auction 650 barrels New
Orleans at 27* ® 34. aud Porto Rico 39 ft 42*.
Freights to Liverpool—very dull; cotton nominal;
flour Is 9d: grain 7* @ 8d in bulk aud ship’s bags.

^J^Sntno

PART I.
Christmas Stories—The Tetterby Family.
!>icken*.
The Rescue, from "Lea Miserable*”... VicUrr
Hug,,.
Importance of the Union.Wtb$ter.

King John—Act 4,

Elou*

400 Bbls. Stone Mill.
150 Bbls. Arcade
60
Chicasaw
66
A artist a
"
60
Union
••

Programme.

STREET.

BUTCHERS', GROCERS', DRUGGISTS’,
FECTIONERS' aud GOLD

Zg~

No More Interference by France,

MIDDLE

Hafy

Beef—quiet.

have such decided alkaline

2.00

PRESENTS.
114

r

Wholesale !

BUSHELS Extra Meath,. Cora

7
• (MU I

PROF.
Young

Monday Evening, December 15,
AT MECHANICS’ HALL.

*2.25

Christmas and New Year’s

For

76*

our

On

92.00
Laat,

PLUMER PATENT BOOTS.
perfectly easy when first put on.require no break-

durable in

Wheat—dull and lower; Chicago spring 1 22 @
Milwaukee club 1 27 (ft 1 34; Amber Iowa 1 35
@186*; Winter Red Western 1 40 @ 1 44; Amber
Michigan I 45 @147; good White Michigan 156;
Canada club 130; haudsomc Amber Winter State
1 42*.
Corn—heavy and lc lower; Mixed Western 16®
for shipping, and 64 for unsound.

of

THE

6.00

They are correct in principle, thoroughlg made,
(\f the best materials, aud are perfectly accurate and

(ft 67 for mid-

29;

wa

44

0TDo not purchase a pair unless a trade stamp is
on each pair.
All others are imitations.
Portland, Dec. 9,18*52.
dec9 3weod

heavy.
1

Second of the Course of
Readings by
liRKiGH, under the Auspices of the
Meu's Christian Association, will be
given

4.00

ing in, do not distress the feet at all. One can walk
all day aud not feel tired in the ankles or feet. They
conform to the natural organization of the feet—
therefore make no corns or bunions, and those who
are suffering with those troubles will fiud
great relief by wearing the Plumer Boots. We have a lull
assortment of Plumer Boots, made with the principle fully carried out.

Flour—State and Western opened quiet and closed
dull and heavy; Supertiue State 5 75 ft 6 00; Extra
do 616 @ 6 30; Round lloon Ohio 6 76 ft- 6 86; Extra
Western 6 26 (ft 660;
Southern unclianged; Canada

to

FROM WASHINGTON.

was elicited.
case of Gen.

New York, Dec. 12.

66*

44

made,

custom

Ladies’ Calf Balmorals,
Ladies’ French Calf Balmorals, Plumer
Ladies’English Goat Tap-Sole do.

icksburg.

&ale» 3U0 bales at

44

44

C. F. THRASHER & CO.,
43, 45 dc 47 Union Street.

New York, Dec. 12.
Reliable private dispatches from Washington slate that no advices have been received

Cotton—quiet;
dling upland*.

"

44

Ladies’ Balmoral Boots.

ol Transports.

At

BE A D I N GS.

44

..

44

Arc

Troops for Hie Banks’
Expedition.

City.

All Our Army Across the

Headquarters

of

"

"

house.

Mailing

Y. M. O. A.

rinmcrLast.sa.OO
MEN'S French Calf Boots,
outside tap-sole."
3.50

Monday.

Rear of the City.

WANTS.

=

Not in session.
Rebel Batteries in the

ENTERTAINMENTS.

SEE ATE.

TO THE

In the

-TO THE-

costs

from his enlistment in the 7th Me.

regiment Thursday,

concerts

Ilis

crowded.

Occupation

Back Again.—John Blair, Jr., who

discharged

peculiar
unprecedented.

concerts.

East has been

success

each.

was

give

one

New York, Dec. 12.

James W. Winslow, Daniel McCann, Michael Downey, and Thomas J. Dolan, for the
same

at

Gov. Hamilton of Texas with Gen. Banks.
Proposed Facilfc Submarine Telegraph.

the term in Somerset county.

fined one dollar and

Concert.—Monday evening,

Lancaster Hall, Dodge, the inimitable humorist, assisted by Hayward, the beautiful ballad-

Win. 11. Allen testified that he

was at the
Richard Puringtou proposed that they
should look for tracks. They lound the tracks
of a gig from Baker’s store to the barn; the
dew was heavy, and the tracks could be seen
as plain as in light snow; their were no other
tracks made alter the dew fell. There was
another track of a four-wheeled carriage;
could see the tracks of a horse. They tneasured the width of the truck. Passed on towards Stephen Huston’s house, and met Lamb
coming in a gig towards Baker's; came upon
him rather suddenly. The shoes of the horse
whose track w’e discovered was unusually
wide, and was square at the toes—the tracks
left a spot which indicated that there had been
Lamb called and wauted to
a new cork.
know where the Are was ? E. Baker replied,
“You know very well.” They measured the
wheels of Lamb's gig, and they corresponded
with the track discovered.
Elias Baker conArmed the testimony of Allen as to the discovery of the tracks, Ac., and
made a remark when Lamb caine up, “We
have got the very fellow.” Witness agreed
with Allen about the print of the shoes.
Lamb, when he came up, said he had started
to go to Camp meeting, and had got to Gray
corner when he saw the Are, and turned back.
It was a little after 3 o’clock when we met
him.
Ebenezer Legrow testified that he heard
carriage pass; the sound of the horse was
as if going towards Gray; immediately alter
saw the Are; saw the track of a two-wheeled
carriage- He agreed with the other witnesses
about the shoe of the horse. Was with them
when they met Lamb. Allen asked him to
back the horse wheu measuring the wheel;
Lamb did so. Baker asked Lamb where he
had been, and Lamb replied that he started to
go to Camp meeting, and saw the Are and
came back.
Cushman Hilton, a lad, said he lived with
Richard Furiugtou. Oil the night of the Are
he was unwell; heard a horse and carriage go
by, either running or trotting very fast; did
not see it, and cannot say which way it went,
but thought it was goiug up. Then went to
bed, and in a short time got up agaiu and saw
the Are; saw the track of a two-wheeled carriage. Witness discovered the track of the
horse and the peculiarity about the shoe,
which agreed with the statements of the other
witnesses.
Richard M. Whitney, blacksmith, lived in
Gray; had shod Lamb’s colt. He testiAed
about the shoes; thought he put on the forward shoes; the off one was a wide webb
shoe, with not much of any cork on it; he
hammered down wbat there was, and put on
He generally set the cork in a
a new one.
little; it would leave an impression in a track;
did not recollect as to squaring of the toe.
On the 3d of September, about 12 at night,
started to go to Gorham; was on foot; when
he got to Asa Legrow's house heard a carriage coming up the blackstrap road; it was
the mare Isaiah Baker used to own, aud was
in a gig; could not tell who the man was; lie
had on a silk hat; was six to ten rods from the
horse when it passed; there was no mistake
about the horse. He had gone but a short
distance from Varney’s house when he heard
the cry of Are.
Mrs. Mary Allen was at Andrew Allen’s
house on the night of Sept. 3d, and saw Lamb
in a two-wheeled carriage passing very fast;
he was going towards Gray; when he came
back he was walkiug.

were

yesterday morning brought up before the Municipal Court and lined, for throwing snowballs at persons passing quietly along the
streets.
These cases were not when the boys
were pelting each other in the
street—though
that is against the ordinance, but when they
deliberately threw junks of ice and snow-balls
at every person who happened to come along.
The next batch brought up for that offense
will not, probably get off quite so cheap.
There was quite a fight at the foot of Brown
street Wednesday evening, between two gangs
of lads, about ten in each gang, residents in
that neighborhood, which originated in snowballing each other, but which terminated in a
regular fight, in which the most horrid oaths
and imprecations were made use of. Some of
the neighbors succeeded in separating the lads
and sending them home. Had a police officer
happened along during the fight, the boys
would have found themselves in the lock-up
the next morning. Boys had better be careful about throwing snow-balls.

morning.
fire.

boys

Maine State
oc21 tf

HATHAWAY

—AND—

CASKETS,
To be found in thi* city, of every description, finished and trimmed

In the Neatest
ARB AT

C.

H.

Style,

—

BLAKE'S,

No. 39 UNION STREET.
And will be sold

cheaper

the

than at any other

city.

place In

Agent, Washington, D. C.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
Bank Notice.

stamp must be affixed to all
I
sight draft* over ttcentg dollars, when
offered at any Bauk in this city, after Saturday, the
13th iust., or payment will be refused.
On and after Jauuary 1st, the appropriate stamp
will be required on notes and drafts pa v able on time.
Per order.
dec5 Uweod*
two cent
f|lHE
X checks aud

tax

-C. H. B. also manufacture*

—

SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK
Of every description, including Taylor'* SilpSupporting Drawer, the be*t kind ever made.
t3T“ All order* for Repairing Furniture, Y’arniablug, Upholstering, Chair Seating. <• lazing. Ac.,
Jul31tf
promptly attended to.

n~n

——hi mi ii

the Press.]

for

T OWN

The W hite Dove.

WITH

the snow, came and rested on the sill of my mother’s
window. The whole household, who were inconsolof this loved one, had often expressable at the

IjMf

ed the wish Vat they
c*U by her name.

AND ALL

might have sometliiug to pet
They adopted the little stran-

aud

Promptly

Executed

Press Office*.
MOTHER.

Oh, tell me, sweet dove, of the pure snowy wing,
What

tidings,

fond

tidiugs, to

me

dost thou

-—OF

Western

water

Say, cannot her pure spirit roam
To watch o’r aud cheer me in my earthly home?
Ah! cans’t thou not guide me to that Messed shore,
Where I
Hast thou

can

November 1—in

from the land where the weary may

come

compliance

Capital Stock, all paid
Surplus over Capital,

behold her, aud weep nevermore?

Hast thou teen her amid the redeemed and the blest ?
distant home-land, whose* flowers never fade,

In that

Where love smiles forever without any shade?
And say, does she bear iu that unexplored clime,
The sweet face she bore on the confines of time?

long weariness have J been parted
my angel-daughter—the young, joyous heart-

Ah ! mouths of

Losses
Tho’ the dear one could give to me no parting
May I not regain her iu that world of bliss.

kiss,

"

And claim the dear idol of my yearning soul,
When Heaven is won, and reached is the

J. N.

taken in life’s early spring,
Ere her pleasures aud bright hopes had first taken
she

was

While many a poor pilgrim, who longs to be gone,
Is left in this bleak world to struggle still on?
me

of one, to whom in my

That

never were seen

by

$239,761 19

and due—None.
$2,694 00
unadjusted,
reported and not due, 7,300 00

ENSIGN If. KELLOGG, President.
DUNHAM, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Nov. 1,1862.
Justice of the Peace.

youth

and other good property, insured on favorable terms.
First Class lurt-llituts in the city, or country villages, and Karin proiierty taken for one, three or
five years, at LOWEST RATES.

W. D. LITTLE, General

mortal eyes,

Those heavenly views, with angel hand,
Can the gifted trace, in the spirit-land ?

Office
dec2

Bolt rope, Russia. 163@173
Manilla. 14 @15
do.
Cement.

p bbl.*1 30@135
Drug* and Dye*.
Duty: p lb—Oil Cinnamon S2, Oil Almonds and
Otto of Hose *1 50, Oil
Bergamot, Cassia and

Agent.

31 Exchange Street.

eod3w&w24

lin e*

DOVE.
Aue one to wuoui

W atcliea o’er

Age

never can

He is

He

uij vouug

iicun wu

given,

3 5

thee fi om bia home in Heaven;
dim liis loving eye—

YEARS.

waiting for

never can

-r*,

Potash 75c, Cant haridts.
Mastic,Ipecac, Rhubarb,
Cardamons, (HI Lemon,
Anise and Orange, Iodine 60c, Totm and Cnule
('amphor 30c, Re fined do.
40c, Tartaric Acid 20c,

thee in the upper sky.
trace with gifted hand,

('ream

The beautic* of the

shadowy land.
Tho’ it* wreathingvniats veil him from view,
He share* thy love and memory too,—
Thy loved ones God will aafelv keep,
And give to Hi* beloved sleep.

Tartar,

(Htric

do.

.4j@6

KENNEBEC* AND PORTLAND R. R.

j

(»n ami after

Daniar.3]^

Wednesday,

Nov.

1862, posgeugcr trains will leave

lows!

Exrhnngr.
Wood.
London—OOd. 1 44 Cq) 1 47
Hard, retail.$7@ 7} Faris.f8 82jta8 90

fol-

_

Portland and Slew York Steamers.
SEMI-WEEKLY
splendid

and

LINE.
fast Steamahins

-DEALER

Dec. 0,1812.

ENGLISH, FRENCH AN# AMERICAN PERU MERY,

A\i>Hosro<;<;iN

England,”

articles usually kept iu
Paint establishment.

TIIK

Use,

|

I

Pin-Worm

Plain and

Job

Fancy

Work,

oa

the moat Ubera

November 1ft, 18*12. to May l»t. 1S03. the
of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will Im* advanced 25 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
1862, aud May 1st. 1863.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which

FBOM

rates

to take tire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the rail wav during the next season,
they must understand that they wilido scat their own
risk, and that the Company Will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations tire wood can be carried next

ever offered to the
public for the effectual removal of the Ascaride*. or l*inWorms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two year*, ana the
fact that it i* fast sap r*edii:g all other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.

Eclectic .yicriieal
;

!

j
,

!

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. 1'ari., La Crosne. St. Louis,
New Orleans, or siiy part of the
WEST, SOL'TII OH NORTH WEST, J
BT THE

RAILWAY.

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

and

Niagara Falls.

This road Is broad ouaok and ia
New and Splendid Sleeping Cara.

provided

And it* capacity and fteflitiea for doing work in
good
are equal to any in the City or State.

•tyle

July 17,1881.

Infirmary.

dtf

TEE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

STEAM

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
for
PRIVATE
number of ybars confined his
diseases of
certain

Hughe* ha*
attention to
class. During hi* practice he
has treated thousands of cases, ana in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
aud there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all case*.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Hi* remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cure* without the disgustiug and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cure* new cases in a lew hours: cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rauk aud poisonous taiut
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless tbe proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can lx* caused by usiug them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth.
me effect* or which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometime* a ringing in the ears,
weak eye*, etc., terminating in consumption or insanity if neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will •
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle).
Portland.
tw Sena stamp for Circular.
jull—dAwtia
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Book and Job

Printing Offioe,

ple

No. 82} EXCHANGE STREET,
Fox Block,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The

Proprietor*

rmpectfolly

of the Ponum Daily Pnaaa
invite attention to their fhcilitiee for exe-

cuting, in bountiful *tylo, nrnry deecHption of

BO(U AND JOB PRINTING

Quackery!

W. D. LITTLE, A oknt.
EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous Debillfv, Ac., against endangering
Office 31 Exchange Street.
j their health
by patronizing any of the advertising
save money by securing tickets at this
quacks. You cau fully recover by the methods used
by the Advertiser, and Ly hundreds of others, AMD
in NO OTHER way.
Read a letter which I will send
dawtf

can

office.
June 23.

you if you will send me a
your address. Direct to

[Copyright secured.]

!

FA8T PRESSES AND 8TEAM POWER

I

trv ou
!

a«

Established for the treatment cf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

CSTicketa sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

j by

W The office ii rapplied with

a

mm THROUGH TICKETS

ERIE

Prato
(tain,

will be promptly attended to.

delicacy.

;

To

Prohock,

Order* left at the counting-room of the
Dally
and Maine State Prem, head of Srat
Sight of

IK. A. FOSTER dk CO.
DU. HCOHES’

summer.

C. J. BRY'DGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 18tJ2.
u»>dtf

83} EXCHANGE STREET,

Syrup

Is the first and only remedy

Notice to Wood :iu.l Lumber ITIcrj
chants.

The Great Indian

ocl$dAw3m

Remedy

DK. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGl'E.

!

Infirmary.

especial

effectual aftt all others have failed
is designed for both marrie*t and sinladies, und is the very best thing !
uowu for the purpose, as it will
briug on the monthly sickness in cast's !
of obstructions, from any cause, ami
;
after all other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vaiu.
OVER 2t*K> BolTLES have now
b«i'U sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
;
t»R. HUGHES.
by addressing
the least injury to health in any case.
No. & Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.
7^~lt is put up in bottles ot three
different strengths, with full direcN. B.—LADIES desiring nfky consult one of their
tions for using, and sent by express,
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendto
all parts of the country.
seated,
ance.
closely
julldawtf3
PHK'ES— Full strength. S10; half strength, $6;
quarter strength, $8 per bottle.
POOR RICHARD'S
QT REMEM BEIt— This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
that
it is war<f the kind hare failed to cure also
ranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
"V’O Organs of the human system are more iraporNone genu- |
WARE OF IMITA TfQSS
taut to ffealth and comfort than the Eyk and
ine and warranted, unless purchased directfu of Dr.
Ear. and yet noue are less understood or more negM. nt bis lb medial institute for Special Diseases,
I.
No 28 Colon street. Providence. R.
lected. They seem to pass even common observation,
embraces all diseases of a pri- j
i
firThi*
and yet every part of the body is depeudent upon
role nature, both ot MEN and WuMtN, by a regthem for life and health.
ularlv educated physician of twenty years* practice,
giving them his whole attention.
Poor Kit-harri's
CTr*Consultatioi!s by letter or otherwise are strictnnd Ear Water
ly conriilenti(i/.and medicines w ill be sent by express. { Is a new and
rare discovery, which is most wondersecure frwn observation, to all |>artH of the t inted
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
ful in its operatlou*. (Hitting to blush the old systems
*

{

fft

j

j

Book and

Fancy Types,

la adequate to do toy work demanded la thia Stata

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies

who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.,
5 Temple .Street, which they will fiud arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. If.’s Lclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of
producing relief in a short time.
LADIK.S will find it invaluable in all case* of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Seut to any part of the country with ftill directions,

DR

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown ot an\thing else of the kind, and proving

Their Eatnbliahment U forniahed with nil the
approved modern machinery, and their aaaortmeat of

postpaid envelope bearing

EDWARD II TRAVER.
Lock Box, Boston, Mass.

Eclectic .Tlcriical

FOR FEMALES.

i

EYE dr EAR

WATER !

Business Cards of

Every Variety

Style and Cost.
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE NEATEST MANNER.

Billets A Circulars in Every Variety of Type,

&T~Bk

Specialty

|

BANk-CBECkS, NOTES, AND BILLS Of LADING.

Eye

!

*•

care,

of

until restored to hcaltn.

plainly,

and direct to DR.

MATT1SON,
deed ly

TODD’S LUX SOLIS

HAIR

WOOD,

DYE!

milE market has been flooded for rears with differX ent articles called Hair Dves, w'hich have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The ne
im.its ultka has been reached at last in TODD’S
11AI R DYE, and the article has givcu entire satisfaction to every persou who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the ha»r a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using

—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One su|H*riority of Todd’* Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dye, and there is hut
one kind to he used, and that enn be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, uulikoall other dyes that have two or three different kinds to Inapplied every time used. This dye is ]>cculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies* hair, iK-caiise you do not
have to wash out the dye alter putting it on. Unlike
allotherdyes.it will "color long hair, which oilier
dyea cannot do. Dive this new article a trial, as we
kiiow you will use uo other alter ouce using this.

I^OR

CUMBERLAND

THESE

only
TODD'S HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
No.? I Middle, corner of Exchange Street.
septlfitf
ISTF or

OUR

treatment, which have quite

as

often

done harm

as good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. S
CAUTION.—It has bees oatimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to Bwipdliag
Hkn&on, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church.
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whoso only j value by
addressing a rote of inquiry to Mr. II.
recommendation is their own talse and extra*aguu't
Philadelphia. Oct. 17,1862.
assertions, in praise of th*mse!res. If, therefore, j
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
you would avoid bring hvmhuyged, take uo man's I
what
his pretensions are, but
word, no matter
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
MAKE INQUIRY:—it will coat you nothiug, ami
consequence of which 1 suffered constant martyrmay save you many regrets; for, a* advertising phydom.
Every moment of luy waking life wes embitsicians. in nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there it
no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know
tered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
who and what thev are.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to withDu. M. will send kkke. by enclosing one
out success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last {
above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp ax
on
J'rirate
and
IHseases
MEN,
resort, of haviug the ball taken out of its socket, in
generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted references and
the hope of thus finding relief.
testimonials, without which no advertising physiciuu
In the meantime, most providentially, I noticed
or medicine of this kind is deserving of jLS Y ('ONFIDEXCE 1YHA TE YE It.
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICH;.#*~Ordrrs by mail promptly attended to Write
ARD’S EYE WATER. I had never heard of it be-

your address
as above.

—

A

Directly over the Magnetio Telegraph Office, rearth
Story, where all varieties of

ENTRANCE

DR. E. O. GOI LD'S

RAILWAY.~

...

Oftji

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE 8T8.
FOX BLOCK,

Will be promptly attended to

#

j
|
affords RELIEF in twenty four hours, and
returning opposite days.
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
to directions, which accoinjiany each bottle.
Portland and Kingfbld, on Wednesdays aud SaturThis Syrup i* also a most valuable family cathartic,
days, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Faimiugtoii daily, for Strong, Avon ! to hr always used when phvsic is required*, especially
and Phillips.
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the ! to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely of Vegetable
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portia \p Depots, in Portland.
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.
S. W. EATON, Sup’t.
Sold in New York by Hall At Huchel.219GreenFarmington May 5, 1862.
june23dtf
wich street; in Ho.-ton by Geo. C. Goodwix & Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
GRAND TRUNK
At retail by H. 11. 11AY, Cortland.
dec6 3m

*•

44

PRESS,

Drua
* and

a

W X'slo Aeent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-El.EI TKK MA< HINES.
eodAwtoctl

..

Company.

DAILY

DYE-STUFFS,

Aud all other

1

—

OILS,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11 45 A. 31.
Freight traiua daily between Portland and Lewiston.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for F^ast Dixtield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;

COREY.

13. K..

AND

CMS*&3gHSg 0° and after Monday, Mav 6. 1862,
g*»ir -jpE trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath aud Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.

ON and after Thursday, Nov. 13th,
the Steamer “New
( apt.
E. Field, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot State Street, every Thursday, at 5 o’clock
P. 31., till further notice, for Kast]iort and St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John every 31unday
moum.no, at 8 o'clock, for Eastport, Portland and
Boston.
I3T" Positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
I*. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are solo by this line, connecting at
Eastjtort with stage coaches lor Mac bias, and with
steamer Queen for Itobbinston, Ca/ais, St. Stephens
and St. Andrews, and at the latter place over railfor Canterbury, Woodstock and Houlton
way

M olmtnew.

Hu been removed from the office ortr Cmco
Benk,
office of the

to the

term*.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

ber, p tun.10(al6

CU8HINOj

railroad.

PCM M Kit ARRANGEMENT.

;lash.160gl
\<x>y*.930

"PAINTS,

VARNISHES,

13_

One Trip per Week.

•

8r

AND FANCY GOODS.

Ossinee, Ncwfield, Parsonsfield, Effingham,Freedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington. Cornish, Porter. Ac
MOV
ALEX'It BAILEY, Jr., Sup't.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

FOSTER

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, $c.

Kiyer,

dtf

PRINTING

IN-

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

daily

—

&

JOB

JUNCTION OF FUFF ASF MlhlU.F STS,,

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESL’fr, .'JfljtE ()n an,i after Monday, November 10,
DAY ami SATURDAY', at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
»tM»'"“*Or»traiii» will leave as follows, until ftirther
ft North River. New Y’ork, every WEDNESDAY' j orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.35 and 9.15 A. M. and
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
3.30 P. M.
These vessels are fitted
up with fine accommodations
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and
for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y ork j 2.00 and 6.15 P. M.
The
2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.16 A.M. train
and Maine. Passago £5,00, including Fare and State
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
Rooms.
rnr- nttin-Ih iI
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
for South WindStages connect at Saccarapna
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
ham, Windham Centre ana Great Falls.
John.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Staudish,
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steep
Falls, Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
steamers as early as 3 P. 31., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,
Ac.,
Ac,
For freight or passage apply to
At Buxton Centre, for West
FAIKiKY' k FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
Buxton,Bonny-Kagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac.. Ac.
H. B. CR031WELL k CO.| No. 80 West Street,
At Saco
New Y ork.
tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,

■

COAL

-AMO-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

••

BOOK

E stablishment

York & Cumberland Railroad.

!

“CHESAPEAKE.” Capt. Willett,
and
"PARKERSBURG,” Captaiu
Huffman, will, until further notice,

MISCELLANY.

—

THE

j

for WiseasStages leave
set, Damariscotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Pol fast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 15, 1862.
novl8

STEAMBOATS.

REMOVAL!

for

BTAOK CONNECTIONB.
Bath daily at 3.00 P. M.,

..

Y,

19th,

as

Tickets sold in Boston tor all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor ami Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

Coke.lli@12

run as

II A

Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.45 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
with the Androscoggin trains at Brunsconnecting
wick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farmington: and at Augusta w ith the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro’, Waterville, Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan: and at Kendall’s Mills
]
with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, l’ittstield. Newport and Bangor.

Augusta

ajiii

The

II.

II

PRINTING.

|

WINTER AR K AN<i EMENT.

...

Weekly

Erobably

MEDICAL.

14

Acid, Shellac, < opal, Ikt- Duty 6c 4* gal.
in a r and Owns used for 'ienfugos.
like purposes 10c, Aloes. rrinidad.4A 6* 45
Veraiaris, Chlorate of uha ciaved.35 a36
Potaskt i arb. Moans tina do. do. tart. 30 a* 82
Stations.
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellow do. Muscovado.36 ^38
We also ticket through per steamers ana railways
Prussiate Potash and s< w Orleans.
for
Wmdsor, Halifax, Hiyby. Fredericton, Sussex,
Bed do. 10c, Liquorice, ’ortland Syrup, hhds. .20
Oh! aaw ye that flash of heavenly light,
Moncton.
Shediac, Prince Edward /stand, Pictou,
and
Arid
Oxalic
For
than
OO.
more
Sugar
has
the
well
known
0018.
A* your first-born faded from mortal sight,—
twenty-five years
North Shore of Ntu> Brunswick, Mirimichi, and
Lead 4c. Aspha/tum
> nil*.
of
de Cha/eur.
The holy stars did brightly burn,
Bay
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3c, htty: ('utlc, IV ought
2c,
FURNITURE HOUSE
C. C. EATON, Agent.
As she left thi* earth no more to return;
Sago l|c, Epsom Salts, Assorted 3c p It..'
novll_
Liquorice Root, Bi-Carh. ask. 4 50« 4 75
And seraphic music filled the air,
OF
MO
NTREAL
Nntnl Store*.
Soda, Caustic Soda lc;
While the convoy of angel* guided her there.
Castor (HI 60c p gal.. htty: Turpentine, Itosin,
OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S
AlFor her no more Borrow or withering tears,
Ptteh, Tar 20 pc ad ral.,
Morphine §2 p
um 60c p cwt., Copperas
S.
15c pgal.
Are blended with ali the coming years.
Turpentine
60c p cwt., Muriatic Ac-' ar(foreign)*) bbl.Sl&a10
Furnished the mansions of the wealthy and the !
Mail Line.
A b! never deplore them, while here you dwell—
id 10 pc ad rat., Spong-1 'itch (Coal Tar). *4; a
dwellings of the lowly,
W ith father and child—it is writ, it is irclf
Is in- iosin.18 »/ 20
cs, Assafatida,
ONEofthe following first-class, powerTHE PUBLIC HOUSES,
glass. Ftor Sulphur,Sen- 'nrpentfne Pgal 280«.285
fill Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
Portland, 1860.
Mart.
On lium.
na, Arrowroot, (linseng
A 31 KRK’AN, NOR W EG IA N, J U R A,
MERCHANT SHIPS,
20 pc. Bleaching Poir- )ufy: Free.
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NOtiers 30c P cwt., Sago. American.82(5 9i
AND STEAMERS
VA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Satur60c port., Sal Soda and
Oil.
day
for
('rude
Sod* Ash ic p lb;
morning,
Liverpool, via Londonderry.
htty Sperm. Whale and
Not of Maine only, hut of other States, with articles
Brimstone £3 and Roll other Fish Oils of forPassenger- leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
of Furniture suited to their various wants,
with
United
States
Alcohol
40c
mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. 31.,
do. £0 p ton,
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
veil.. Linseed, Hempseed
P !/°l■
P tjxch’s Chabge to the Jcby.—The sub6c
Alum p lb.4 @
morning.
and Itapeseed23c p gal.,
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Aloe*.3o a 37 (Hire 23c, Salad 50c,
joined “charge” was cut lrom an old file of the
AND NOW,
Arrow Root.17 @40
Palm, Seal and Cocoa- ; Third Class. £35. birst Class, £77 to ’£92—according
Lancaster Intelligencer, into which it was
to accommodation,—which includes tickets ou (.rand
At the old stand,
Borax.28 @3l)
nut 10c p gal.
Trunk Railway.
Brimstone (roll).. 4J« 5 1 ’ortland Kerosene
copied from the London Punch about fifteen
52 and 54 Exchange Siren,
Bi-Carb. Soda.6J @64; IHuininat’g Oil.80 (585c
Prepaid and retnru tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
years ago:
Sulphur.6 (tv 6$; tlachine.80 (a, 82
back. £180.
With increased facilities for manufacturing,
Sal Soda.3;« 4 < larine.
“Gentlemen of the Jury: You are sworn in
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., 3Iontreal,or to
Camphor.140@160 ; sperm Winter .1 985 200
Cream Tartar.3." a55
all cases to decided according to the evidence;
BY STEAM POWER,
Yhale, ref. Wint 98 a l«*j
J. L. FARMER.
r#
do.
Logwood ex.12' 14
Crude.90 (592 \
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
at the same time, if you have any doubt
you
a^i irand Cank and
.TnnAOa I«j»
,!««•
With good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,
Magnesia.28
are bound to give the prisoner the benefit of
he can furnish the largest assortment of
Indigo, M'la, fine.£1}@ 2
Cay Chaleur. S2G 5 29
it Suppose you have to pronounce the guilt
Madder.17c « IS J diore.24 a26
a 94
or innocence of a
Jnsrid.SI 32« 135
gentleman accused of felony. CUSTOM-MADE WORK, Opium.£0
KI’^T 1-0K Till; WKAKY.i
Rhubarb.200a 22b Killed.130 a 140
You will certainly doubt whether any gentlemade, at short notice, to any pattern customers i Alcohol.87 @95 < ,nrd Oil.1 0T>a l 10
(Or
man would commit such offence;
Fluid.1 10 <8)1 25 >livc* Oil.1 75i7rl 80
accordingly,
ANDERSON’S
may direct,)
however strong may be the testimony against
astor Oil.2 0f#«2 10
Camphene. 290 «
him, you will perhaps acquit him. 'The evi- Than can be found Elsewhere in the State. Saltpetre.11 (a 23 * eat sfoot Oil.... 105^112
SPRING
BED BOTTOM!
Vitriol.12 @
Onion*
dence of your own senses is, at least, ascreditPatent granted October, 1862.
l>t moods.
i>bb).3f
able as the witnesses: if. therefore, your eyeHutu Free.
.) bush.1 2051 25 1
I*n ini*.
sight convince you that the prisoner is a wellPurchasers for Cash may rest assured tnat goods ; Barwood.2j@
dressed person, you have a right to presume
'htty On White Lead dry ;
bought at this house will be made perfectly satisfac- ; CBraril W«>od.13 @
a 4?
or
GENERAL AGENT.
amwood.4)
ground in oil and Fed !
his respectability; and it is for you to
tory iu price aud quality.
say
Fustic, Cuba.2 @ 2] Lead S2 4n p 100 lbs.
whether a respectable person woiild be likely j
Under
United
States Hotel, Portland*
a 2
Savanvilla.lf
Litharge 24c, Oxide of 1
to be guilty of the crimes Imputed to him. In
Zinc 2ic p lb, Prussian
At this establishment may be found an extensive as
Hvpernic.4^ @ 6
mills desirable mechanical arrangement has now
Logwood,
Flue, Vermilion, Chrome 1 A been in use a sufliciont
like manner, when you see a shabby-loolring
sortineut of Elcgaut and Plain Furniture, of the
length of time to shew
< am|»eacby.2 i@2i
Velhur, Venetian lied25,
mo«t desirable styles, comprising Kich and
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
fellow in the dock, charged, for example, with
St. Domingo.l}<a 2
Spanish llrorm dry 20,
Medium Priced’ Drawing Boom, Parlor
more valued the more It is used.
the
declaration
rests
with you
Extract Logwood.l2],al4
sheep-stealing,
in oil 80 pc ad ral. Velaud ( ham her Furniture, of every deThis inveution is a step iu advance of all others in
Nic
Wood. @
lore and other Ochres 5(*c
—first, whether or not that individual ia a
the Spring Deri
scription. Feather Beds and Mat44
department, embracing a little more
Reach
100 lbs. Paris White
4j
P
tresses of all kinds, Common
.o\a
of
their excclrencic*. and yet happily overcoming all
ragamuffin, ami, secondly, how far it is probj
44
Red
.3*o 3) dry HOc. in oil SI 60, > their
Furniture, Chairs, Lookdefects. It is flexible as hair," and yet so recuable that a man of that description would steal
44
.2 @‘
Sapan
Whiting 50c p 100 !t>s.
ing tilasses, Ac.
perative as to bring itself into ntace with great facilisheep,
Quercitron Bark.. 2$@ 2* >,tl’d Li-ad. in oil.SlOrt
tv. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged aud old.
Red Sander*.3 @ 6 x vrig Lead,
“Of course, as has been said before,you will
The Best of Extension Tables, Ac.
lOMlOj
aud all who
linger iu suffering aud weakness. They
lost on Lead, 44
Dark.
.9j(g
are made of gm»d material warranted
always be guided by the evidence; but whethstrong and du30 pc ad rat.
re neb Zinc, 44
Duty
10<UO]
aud
not
liable to get out of order.
rable,
Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.
er the evidence is trustworthy or not, is a matliner. Zinc,
..8(581
Ravens.45c@
j
ter for your private consideration.
iochelle Yellow.. .3 (a 81 i
You may
Rortlaud, No. 3. .90 iw
TESTIMONIALS :
No. 10. 66 @
believe if you choose, or you may disbelieve
-»>g. Ven. Red—3 (® 3]
Spiral Spring Beds, &c.
No. 3. 89
Commercial House. Portland. June 16,1862.
8’r,
lOuu
Navy,
Jtharge.
and
of
tlie
It;
whether, gentlemen
44
jury, you
No. 10. 66
i ied bead.10.5
introduced the ••Anderson Spring lied BotHaving
I'phslatrrr Work Attended In ■■ uanal.
will believe or disbelieve, will depend upon
tom” into
Tent Duck,
PliiMfer.
my bouse, after trial, 1 pronounce it to l»e
the constitution of your minds. If your minds
an
U.8. 10 o*.66 @
htty Free.
easy and healthy bed. 1 am using several kinds
44
N. B.—Sill I* FURNITURE made to order.
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
12 oi.66 @
I ’er ton Soft.1 75(5178
are so constituted that you desire to find him
Feathers.
October 1st, 18C2.
tf
lard.1 OOgl 62
Ailly eijuttl if not better than the best.
not guilty, why then very likely
you will disN. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
Duty: 30 pc atI ral.
•round.,....600(5660
believe it. You arc to free your minds from
Live Geese p lb. .60 @65
Pro* inion*.
all prejudice, if you can, and in that case
Dissolution of Copartnership.
Russia.25 jv
We have introduced several of the justly celebrathtty: Heef and /’or A- lc,
your
Fish.
ed •Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our
Lard, Huron and Hams
judgment will be unbiassed: but, if you cannot ThTOTICE is hereby given that the copartnersnip
sleeping
Lhity For 100 tk* foreign 2c, Hut ter and Cheese 4c
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decidi.1 hitherto existing between the subscribers under
you will return a verdict accordingly. It is
£ 1.
lb.
cd preference o\ er any and all othcre we have ever
caught
Herring
p
the
firm
name
of
A
BUOWN
is
for
dissolvto
<
not, strictly speaking,
consider what
PEKKINS,
Mackerel £2. Salmon *3; ’h'go Me*sBeef.S12 (514 1 used. Our guests
you
ed by mutual consent on this 25th day of October.
speak of them in the highest terms.
will be the eflect of your verdict; but, if such
anti all other pickled in ’ortland do.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who de12]«13
The affairs of the late firm will be settled by W. T.
bbls. £1 60 P obi., other- ’’tl’dext. do.
14 //14]
sire the comfort of their guests.
a consideration should occur to
and
Brown A Co.
you,
W. T. BBOWN.
you
wise 60c p cwt. From ’ork, extra clear. 164 u. 17
w. d. McLaughlin & son,
cannot help attending to it, the verdict will lie
BOBT B. PEKKINS.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1802.
I Provinces free.
’ork, clear.16Wl6
Franklin House. Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.
influenced by it to a certain extent. You are
Cod large p qut..£4@> 4| ’ork, mess. 13] a 14
aware that when you retire
small.3a 3]
’ork, extra do .13] « 14]
you will
[From llrtn. Josiah 11. Drummond.)
Portland Match
e locked up until you contrive to
Pollock.2j@ 2? ’ork. Crime. 11*511]
I am using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
agree.—
Haddock,.lj@ 1 j iound Hogs.6J idCi
1 am very much pleased with it.
You may arrive at unanimity by fair discusundersigned having assumed the business of Hake.1 55a 1 75 i *ams.labile
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
the
or
some
late
of
firm
of
Brown
A Perkins, and having
sion,
by
you starving out the othHerring.Shorepbl.4
4J < itv Smok’d llamn.none.
Portland, July 23,1862.
increased our lacilities for the manufacture of our
do. Labrador., none.
Produce.
er*, or by tossing up; hut your conclusion, by
r do.
Scaledpbx 83a40c J leel p qu’r p lb. o (5 74
whichever of the processes arrived at, will be
IM PROVED MATCH,
(From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.)
do. No. 1.26@30 1 -ggs, p doz. 18 d 19
more or less in accordance witli
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
your oaths.—
Mackerel p bbl.,
! ’otatocs, pbbl.fl 4251 62
we are now
to
the
trade in large or
recommend it as an excellent article.
jirepared snpply
Your verdict may be right, it is to be hoped it
Cheerfully
<
No.
Bay
1.S101@ll hickeus, Spring.8 (510
small quantities with au article which we warrant
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 5, 1862.
will. It may be wrong, it is to lie
Bay No. 2.7j@ 8 ] -a mb.5 a 8
hoped it superior to any offered in the market, it being the
Bay No. 3.h\ % 6 urkies. 9 a!2
will not. At all events, gentlemen of the
ju- ONLY RELIABLE MATCH IS THE MARKET,
Shore No. 1-lo\a 11< •ecae.9 510
Haring become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
"
ry, you will come to some conclusion or other,
2.7}@ 7r
‘‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
.none.
of American manufacture, for
unlesit should so happen that you should
do. (medium).. .41 a 4j 1 ’ickles, p
three
of them at five dollars each, and do most cheer84
bbl....$7](®
do. (small).S^.3j
Riee.
fully recommend them to the public.
separate without coming to any.”
Sea
Fruit.
htty: Cleaned 14c, PadDu. N. R. BOUTELL.
Watorvine, May, 1861.
Duty: Lemons, Oranges, dy Jc p lb.
by not being impaired by age. dampness or change
Bananas and Plantains 1 lice p lb.62®
Military Phiiaseologt.—The subjoined | of climate;
and the proprietors, ever grateful for lib7i
Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in mv
20 pc ail ral., Almonds
R um.
eral oatronage recei\« d, feel confident that, bv
deflnitions are selected from a lecture delivhouse with the ‘‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” ami
glv4c. and Shelled do. 6c p 1 ’ortland distilled.53 (555c
tng their personal attention to the manufacturojthev
ered by that eminent military critic, “Josh
I take pleasure iu recommending this article a.- the
Xuts
and
lb.
/Mites 2c Snlernln*.
will continue to merit the confidence of their former
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
Billings,” and reported for the New York At- patrons and of the trade in general.
p lb. Currants, Figs, i aleratus p lb.6] 5) 7c
las:
Plums, Prunes and Rai- Salt.
A. II. ABBOTT,
sins 6c p lb, Citron 30 htty
No. 21 Fore street, Portland, Me.
In bull 18c, and in
“On tu Richmond,” that is tu sa, if the kusPrincipal of Family School, Little-Blue, Farmington.
pc ad ral.
hags 24c p 1<»0 lbs.
N. B. Be sure and get the PORTLAND MA TCH,
sed rebels will allow it.
Almonds—Jordan p lb.
urk’s Is., p hhd.
as there are other matches oflt red to the trade
I have had the unspeakable pleasure of Bleeping on
I
Soil Shell.2o ,tt22c
(8 bus.).S2 805 3 25
“Parralel lines” are them kind of lines that
purone of the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms'
porting to l>e our match. We have no connection
for the
Shelled.26 «»» J <i\erpool.2 50 a 3 00
never kum together.
with any other mauulactory.
last
three wor ks, and must say it iai surpasses am
<
Currant*.16 @ 16 adiz.none
“Militara necessita”—10 oflsers, and a
W. T.' BROWN A CO,
tiling I had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
Citron.42 @46 ! aek* Salt.none.
gal- :
had no good rest for six months till occupying one o|
on of whiska to every 3 privates.
nov25 d3w
Rea Nut*.S2Ja2$
ir’d Cutter Salt. .22 (®
these beds. She would not part with It on auv acFigs, common.... none.
Stnrrh.
“Onluce the dogs of war,” but muzzle the
count.
Rev. JOHN ALLEN.
New Kleine
.18c@ 22 htty 20 pc ad ral.
darn critters; if you don’t somebody will get
STATE OF MAINE.
Lemons.
lm*
.C93« 3
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.
*<‘arl.6W& 7]
hurt.
Oranges—Havana... 2 601 ’otato.
,,
41
“War of extermiuashun”—this fraze
Raisin*.
The Bed Bottom I bought of you fully merits my
Shul-fUWttM 89?« 10
belongs
Blue pcask.164ft16
expectations, and is l'ulh up to your high recommen:th
holey tu the komisary department.
>rop.810'
dations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
Black.98 (a 10 hick. 11 @
“Advanse Gard”—this is a gard they hav tu
Bnncli p box. 4 lo,»\ if,
desire to improve their areepiiigapartments.
Sou p,
hav in our arma tu keep our fellers from
Laver.4 25ft4 ry> hity 35 lie ad rat.
AI STAPLK8,
pitchDate*.7 ft 9c -eathe & Uore'c. Trow,
in into the enema fruritwards.
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1SG2.
Prunes.8} a 10} bridge fc Smith s Kx“Rcre Gard’’—this is a gard tha hav, tu
keep
Flour—Portland insp. tra No* 1
Having tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom."
tb_9J a 0?
our fellers, when tha are
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
surrounded, from
Superline.66.* 0} ] ainiiy do.8* ft 8!
intu
the
enema
backwards.
pitchin
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
Fancy.Gfft 6}; Jo. 1.7j ft 8
Extra.Gift 7 | -apie No. 1.Of ft 'r.J
“Awl quiet on the Pottermuck”—this shows !
anything of the kind now in use.
Family.7 '« 7LI dar.f.j« f,j
Waterville. April 12,1862.
lUv. E. HAWES.
what perfect subjeckshun our fellers are unExtra Superior_7f« 841 astile.12 ea 1G
der.
Wehtern extras....0?,» 7J < rano’s.9 r« 91
Testimonials similar to the above have been re“Militara straterga”
family... .74ft 8} Spier*.
tryin to reduce a
ceived from the proprietors of the following public
superior. 7jft 8} 'hitif: Ginger Hoot 5c,
HEAD QUARTERS,
housesswamp by ketchin the bilyous fever out of it.
Ohio extra.7 ft 7} Ground Gin per 8c,
Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Pep“Pickets”
these are chaps that are sent
Adjutant Gkneral'sopkicb, i
family.8 (w 8jj per and Pimento 12c,
Franklin House, liangor.
out tu boray turbacker of the enema, and tu
Canaila super No. 1 none.
Augusta, Nov. 29.1802. 1I
(’tons 15c. Cassia 10c,
Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.
GENERAL ORDER NO. 61.
StLouisFuv Brand*.8 ft 9
see if the kussed rebels has
Cassia Puds 20c, CinnaLewiston House, Lewiston.
got a pass.
COM
V
TAN
of
will
be
4
enlisted in this
Southern III. do do.7J «S4
Cavalry
mon 25c, Mare and Nut■^4 State, to serve for three rears, or
Winthrop.
Winthrop House, Waterville.
during the war
Petapsco Family.. ]0ft|0] megs 30c t> 11).
Elmwood
House,
unless sooner discharged, to be attached to a (
Hour.
44 ( assia $> lb.45 @47c
Hyo
4fa
avalry
Litchfield Corner House.
Regiment now being raised in the New England
Corn Meal.4] a
( loves.33 (u 35
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Mal«*s, and intended for the expedition under lien.
Buckw’t Fl’r p lb.2c a 2i ( linger,(Race)_80 @81
Revere House, Vassalboro.
Ranks.
cheap for cash,
(■rain.
4 linger, (Africa). .30 ^*31
Hallowell House, Hallowcll.
State Rounty of $46 w ill be paid before the
( oni and Oat* Ilk-. 1 lace.80 @90
I>uty
compaChina
House, China.
DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.
ny leaves the State, to each man who shall enlist
/’iff amt Harley 16c, and J ftitmegs.90 @92
Franklin House, Augusta.
therein
the month of December next, and
If hr at 20c p tm. brum I
during
25
< ushnoc House. Augusta.
@20
’epper.
Government Rounty of $400 will be paid each at the
/lr. Province* free.
] imento.22 @24
SPRING MOUNTAIN
Abbott's School Farmington.
LEHIGH,
expiration of the period of his enlistment, or, in case
R.ve. .96 « 1 00 Seed*.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
of his death, to his family or heirs at law.
HAZ ELTON LEHIGH,
Oats.fio @66 hit p J. in seed Weft hit.,
jull7d& wGm
from any cause, a lull company shall fail of beIf,
South Vel. Corn. .84 f«8G I
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
Si {> hit., MusCanary
ing raised, the men will be attached to the Maine
Corn, Mixed.82 ft86
tard 3c $♦ lb.
LOCUST MOUN TAIN,
or
to
the
Maine Batten** of
Cavalry Regiment,
Gill Frames.
Barley.80 «*86 I lei da (i rnss,.S2] @2
Mounted Artillcn at their option.
Shorts p ton... ..*22 ft2.3 ’t Yestern ( lover! lo» a 11if ji
JOHN'S,
PORTRAITS Oft LAN DSP APES of any
Enlistments will be made in the eastern section of
Fine Feed.26 («27 I fed
size or style desired—latest patterns aud best
'THE GENUINE LOBBER )',
@) 3j
Top.S3
the State by llenrv W. Farrar, Bangor; in the cen(4 in (Into
I -in Heed.,'{(«)
workmanship—made to order by
tral by F. A. Metcalf, Damariscotta; ami in the wesPare nnd Free Horning.
I>uty /.’.niyh—fn e.
MORRISON A CO.,26, Market 8quar»
]< ’a nary.3]@ 4
tern by John L. M* serve. Portland
Rough, p ton... 917ft2o
Sugar.
the
Coinmander-iu-Chief.
By order of
Dressed.3o«35 hity: M* lado2c,nvt\nhorc
COAL
JOHN L. HoDSDoN, Adj't General
Pin' nml illaiitli' ItlirroiK.
(■nn |M>ml«r.
Xo. 12 2!c, ahare Xo. 12
,
dec4 d&w’J w 25
/hi ty J 'a/ued at l*** t ha n
and not abort 15 8c,above
FOR SMITHS’ USE.
Willi Oval, Square or Eliptiral frames, with
2tk‘ p lb Gc, oven 20c tic
Xu. 15 and not abore 20
vT
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Gilt finish made
Coals are strictlv of 11,0 host uualitv ami
p It* and 20 pc ad rat.
to order, of any size, style or design, of new und
84c, ahnre Xo. 20 and reNotice.
warrantee to givo satisfaction.
Blasting.94}'cr 6 fined 4c f> !b.
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses aud
Estate of Patrick Callan, late of Portland,
Rifle and Sporting.6j@ 7i 1 ’ortland
r|4HE
elates re-set in old frames, bv
A.9|@
JL deceased, having been represented insolvent,the
liar.
do.
A A.
MORRISON & CO., 26. Market Square.
the undersigned
Judge ol Probate has
Press*'d p net T.613}(ft 1G i do.
Yellow, none.
Also, for sale, best qualify of Nova Scotia and other Commissioners to receiveappointed
ami examine all claims and
Loose.1G @164 1 Ixtra Yellow.none.
demands against said estate. And all persons are
I’liotoui
apliir Ooods A (iM'inicils.
IlidrM and Skina.
luscovado.lof fi nr
Hard .nnd Soil Wood.
hereby untitled that the meetings of the Commisdo.
in bond.84<rr9
Thtty 10 pc ad rat.
stock in this department is complete, comsioners for the above purposes will be held at the
Slaughter Hides.. .64<ft74c J lavuna Brown... 10?p 12
office of Frederick Fox, 64 Middle street, Portland,
prising every article used in the art.
do.
White.. 12! a 134
The public are requested to call, as we are deterCalfskins.11^.13
on the last Saturday of each of the
MORRISON & CO..
following mouths,
Calcutta Cow—
1 few Orleans.11? « 131
mined to give good bargains to those who
une24dtfw3t
cash.
viz:
26, Market Square.
November. December, 1862, January. February,
pay
1 80ft 200 t rushed.14 @ 144
Slaughtered
Maroh and April. 1863—from 2 to 5 o'clock P. M., on
Green Salt.1 60ft ] 75 ( iranulated.14 @14J
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wlif. each of those davs.
On Hand.
Dry.120,3130 1 owdered.14 @14*
GEORGE F'. B. JACK80N, 1
SAWYER A WHITNEY.
Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.96@ 6141 Tallow.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Commissicsere.
IRVING W. PARKER,
\
Tallow
Pelts,
1
I
Sheep
Dry .76ft)l
juiaitf
hity
fte, Soap
Leaf, and at low rates at
Portland, Nov. 8, lb62.
nov8
Stock 10 $)c ad vat.
26 Market Squabs

WALTER

I

_RAILROADS.

Twine.
Duty 35 t>c ad vat.
Cotton Sail.83 'o.SGe
Flax
.40 «
Hail ing.45 «50
.42
60
Hemp
India. 20^25
Vnrniidi.

Tobneeo.
Leaves unman u/ae. Furniture.$?2 @ 3
tu red 25, all other k inds Coach.3fa; 6
35 pc ad ral.
4
S’s&lO’sbesf br’ds.70 (a75c
Wool.
do.
medium. .66 @68 Duty: Costing 18c
lb
do.
common. 60 @62
and under 6 Dc, orer 18c
half ibs best br’da.78 @80
to 24c
lb 3c, over 24c
do. mod. good.66 @70
9c D lb.
do. common.. .60 @62 Fleece.45 fo55c
Natural Leaf, ibs £1 « 1$ Lambs.45
Fancv, in Foil.lid 2
Zinc.
Tin.
Duty In blocks or pi os
Duty. Pig 15c, Plates 25 lie, in sheets 2c !> ft),
pc ad ral.
manufactures of 30 |»c
Ranca, cash.43c@ 41 ad cal.
Straits, cash.40 @42 l*igs and slabs.5\(S) 61
riatea-C'har. 1. $121« 13 Sheet iLoiisImann.. 111@12
do.
I X. .15 (a 16 Sheathing.90

^18

P
.30 a 32
Shingles, Ced. ext.24,ai 3
do.
No. 12 (a. 2}
do. ext. Pine 3J a 33
Laths, Spruce_1 0o«4 26
do. Pine.1 26afl 80
ted Oak Stavc*s
30 :h36
tfol. Hhd. Shooks
& Heads,city. 2766* 287
iugar do. city. 275a 2 87
do. do. c'trv.l 25a 150
oontry Riff Mol.
Hhd.Shooks.. .1 606*1 75
60
(a 32
iackmetack Tim-

••

.Soft.

Duty:

.5J@

do

lb.

Oolong .07 @80
Souchong.50 @55

ton value #17 p ton, exceeding Sin p ton $18,
/cas than i tncA fAfcfc or
more f/mw 7 inches
tride,
rounds less than 4 inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than 4 inch or more
than 4 incurs square $20,
Hail road $12 50, Boiler
and Plate $25 4> ton,
Sheet 20.24c p lb and
93 « 5 p ton.
Common.8i/® 33
Refined .4® 44
Swede.6 ^ 6j
Norway.64<to 7
L ast Steel.22* «24
Lierman Steel_14 « 16
tuglish|liJia.Steel.l6 d 17
^pni»K.9 a, 10
Sheet Iron, Engl.
Gj

Sheet Iron,Russia.17

$>

9c
6

Hyson.75c@$l
Young Hyson-76 [a 1

Rus im’t .13 (®14
hnr«l.
Darrel, p lb.104 (a: 11
Mould p lb.13Jc@14
I* lb.lUjal] fc
hnilhcr.
S]»erm.32 @35
Chrrne.
fluty 80 4>c ad vaf.
Sew York, light .28 (£30c
Duty 4c p lb.
do. rod. wt«...30 @31
Vermont p lb-.. .11 @12
Country.93@103 do. heavy.30 (a.31
do.
C-onl—(Retail.)
slaughter. .32 u<34
Duty From Hr. Provinc- \rner. Calfskins. .75 (^86
es free, otherforeign lli- Sl’ter Wax Leatli.19
^ 20
Lend.
tumenous *1 10, all other binds 60c p ton.
fluty Pig 1 jc P lb.
\m Rig 4> 100
Curabcrl’d pton.*10@
1b.$9V^ 9’
Whiteash.9 @
horeign Rig.<»} «, 9}
Shetd and Pipe..
@
Lehigh.9
lOj«10j
Lime.
FranTdin. 9 @
Coffee.
Duty 10 pc a<l rat.
tocklaud, cask. .68 @75c
Duty 5c p lb.
.lava p lb.88 @34c
humbrr -From vard.
St. Domingo.30 @31 1 -'leer Pine, No. 1 .$38
do.
No. 2 34 do
Rio .32 @ 33
do.
No. 3 24 fa}
Mocha.34 @ 35i
do.
No.4. 14 (a}
Cordage.
Duty: Tarred 2\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber. 16 6*,17
la 24, all other 34 P lb. ipruce.10 «11
American p lb.. 18 @143 l«*mlock.8 a 10
Russia Hemp.163@17 Dox Sh’ks, (cash).5o ro«5c
Manilla.13 @133 lapb’ds, Sext..914 ra!6

Stores, Merchandize, Dwellings, Household Furniture,

.1 promised devotion, love and truth?
It it still the passion of his ardent heart
Te pursue the serene and the silent art ?
The bright scenes of beauty in Paradise,

Tend*
Duty 20c

p lb.

adjusted

Sworn to before me,
Sam’l E. Howe,

wing,

Caus’t thou tell

Blue Pod.2 12 a.2 37
CnndleA.
Duty Sperm and Wax 8c.
Stearine 6c, Tallow 23c

$9,994 00

goal?

why

Ben n *•
Marrow p busli*2 25a2 50
lVa.2 25 a 2 (JO

$150,000 00
$89,761 19

Liabilities.

ed !

Ah!

Store.14 i@15

with the laws of Maine.

up,

35 @40c

Butter.

Duty 4c p lb.
Family p lb.21 @23c

Ins. t'o,

Asset*, as follows, tiz :
Bank Stocks—market value,
£49,292 50
l{&ilroad and Gas Stocks,
17,955 00
Loans on mortgages of lical Estate, valued at over *300.000,
122,769 82
Loans, on (tank and other stocks,
22,915 71
Ca«li on hand and in hands of Agents,
21,638 69
Other investments and accrued interest,
3,498 00
Personal property,
1,696 47

rest?

From

Crackers, p 100

THE-

Nlassnclinsetts

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.,

Of Heaven.

10 pc
val.
p lb.7*@ 84

Ship.44 @43
Cracker? per bbl.. .8@3 3J

CONDENSED STATEMENT

bring;

Yes, tell me, thou bird, of my golden haired daughter,
Who floats a bright seraph o’er the pure crystal

Pearl

A pple*.
Green p bbl.*1}@ lj
Sliced p lb.4ja54c
Gored p lb. 43@o
Uncored p lb.23 @ 33
Bread.
Ihity 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 lbs *54 @ 5?

—AT THE—

Hues: •

Duty

Pot.7j)v@ 84

PRINTING,

ted? This tonchiug aud beautiful incident suggested

following

OF

1

Neatly

.8#@
Kough.51(0}

Expressly corrected for the I’ukps to December 10.
.in additional duty qj
Hop*.
10 pc is levied on all mer- fhity 5c |> lb.
chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862. .14 {^15
I red from the place qf pro- I run.
\ duct ion or growth.
/>«</*/. /'r/7 and Stamp $6,
Bar not exceeding $50 p
A«he«.
ad

Orders,

OTHER KINDS

American refined

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

COUPONS,

Town Ilotcs and

1

ger; it made no resistance, and will come at their
bidding, aud rest upou their shouldres. Who can say
but tbat it came to bring tidings from the dear departhe

AND

Corporation Bonds,

the death of my dear
One Sabbath eve, soon
child, in New York, ft beautiful white dove pure as

and

THE MARKETS

MISCELLANEOUS.

_POETRY.
[Written

1.11W—mm

Book,

sale

at

Card &

Fancy Printing,

I

NEATLY EXECUTED

I

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS,

fore, but determined to try it, and did, with the most

delightful
irritation

results.
was

In

a

very few

days

the

painful

Policies Printed and

out it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to
sav, further, that my wile used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her ore*, and

she has found Pooh Richard** Eye Watbu a sovereign specific In her case, giving her almost instant
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.
P. 8. IlENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1480 Poplar St., Pkiladel/thia.
& ^“Numerous certificates of a similar character
be furnished.

Poor Richard’* Eye* aud Ear Water

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Diseased Eyes, Diin Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Is

Noise iu the Head. Catarrh. Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear bv a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Price 25 certs per Bottle.
Tubes 6 Cents.
II H
HAY and W F. PHILLIPS. Wholesale
Agents.
MRS. M. Ci. It ROW N, Proprietor,
novl3 dSm
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Hound for

Insurance Companies.

Deeds, Law Briefs,, Equity Cases,
And other

LAW

DOCUMENTS executed with

Dispetch.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

Printing,

removed; 1 could bear the strongest

light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always iu the house, aud if
my eye seems at all disjHtsed to anuoy me, 1 give it a
dose, aud that is an end of it. I would not be with-

might

TAG8 PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEXED
WHEN DESIRED.

Executed in tnste to suit the most Ihetidioae.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Our

SHOP

Sty lee ere unsurpassed.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AMD

ALL SORTS OF HAND HILLS.
Portland, June 26. 1862.

daw

Photographic

Frame*.
kimV called for. The##
oureelve*.
eacept tboaa
being
nece**arfiy imported, we can compete with anv market for low price*. At wholesale or retail, at 38. Market S<|uar«,
MORRISON A CO’S.
or oval—every
^JOUARE
^
manufactured by

PLEASURE

PARTIES.

visiting

the

islands,supplied

et the shortest notice.
with
Excursionists
Orders solicited.
stores

ISO Far. Street

wear

feat *f luheaff.

CALDERWOOD A BECKETT.
Portland, June 33.

dtf

